An eight-step organizational approach to the problem of identifying, remediating, and, if necessary, dismissing incompetent teachers is described. Addressed to school superintendents, the eight steps are as follows: (1) establish "excellence in teaching" as a high priority for the district, (2) adopt and publish reasonable criteria for evaluating teachers, (3) adopt sound procedures for determining whether teachers satisfy these criteria and apply these procedures uniformly to teachers in the district, (4) provide unsatisfactory teachers with remediation (assistance) and a reasonable time to improve, (5) establish and implement procedures for ensuring that appraisers have the requisite competencies, (6) provide appraisers with the resources needed to carry out their responsibilities, (7) hold appraisers accountable for evaluating and dealing with incompetent teachers, and (8) provide incompetent teachers with a fair hearing prior to making the dismissal decision. The District Evaluation Practices Inventory, included, is a guide for districts that wish to implement the approach. A seven-page bibliography completes the monograph. (FWR)
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Introduction

Incompetence in the teaching profession is a problem of major importance to publicly supported elementary and secondary schools. Since 1969, the Gallup organization has conducted an annual poll of the public's attitudes toward the public schools (Elam 1978). The results of these surveys are painfully consistent; public school parents express serious concerns about the quality of teaching in their local schools. For thirteen consecutive years, public school parents have identified this particular problem as one of the biggest problems facing the schools in their community. Teaching quality is mentioned as the biggest problem with the fourth or fifth greatest frequency; only once does it drop as low as seventh. On one occasion 45 percent of the public school parents indicated that there were teachers in the local schools who should be fired. The most frequently cited reason for this drastic action was incompetence; it equalled all other reasons combined.

The quality of the teaching force is of even greater concern to school administrators. Surveys conducted by the American Association of School Administrators in 1974, 1976, and 1977 show that teacher incompetence ranks as the third most serious administrative problem. In 1977, the date of the most recent survey, 42 percent of 1,728 responding districts said staff dismissal and incompetence had become serious problems. When asked to estimate the proportion of their teachers who were unsatisfactory performers, school administrators cited figures ranging from 5 to 15 percent (Neill and Custis 1978).

In response to the perceived prevalence and seriousness of incompetent performance in the classroom, numerous solutions have been advanced such as: (1) cleanse the profession by dismissing the
incompetent teachers; (2) improve the attractiveness of the teaching profession by raising salaries; (3) restrict entry into the profession by means of competency tests; (4) upgrade the quality of preservice teacher education by adopting competency-based preparation programs; and (5) provide incentives for quality teaching by instituting merit pay. This discussion will concentrate on the first proposed solution—dismissal of the incompetent teacher. Special emphasis will be placed on the tenured teacher who is incompetent in performing his or her classroom teaching duties.

When discussing the dismissal of tenured teachers for incompetence in the classroom, we intend to examine this issue from the vantage point of the superintendent of schools. In particular, we shall describe eight elements of an organizational approach that the chief executive officer ("CEO") should implement in his or her district to identify incompetent teachers and to dismiss them if they are unable to improve their performance. This approach represents a potentially effective response to three sets of interrelated problems: (1) the legal barriers to removing tenured teachers for incompetence in the classroom; (2) the technical problems in measuring teacher effectiveness; and (3) the human obstacles that are involved, including the willingness and the ability of supervisors to carry out their responsibilities for teacher evaluation, remediation, and dismissal. However, before delineating the various components of this organizational approach, we need to clarify the meaning of three crucial terms — tenure, incompetence, and dismissal.

Tenure

Tenure is an employment status conferred by state law on teachers who successfully complete a trial or probationary period usually lasting from two to five years. Once teachers have attained this employment status they have the right to continued possession of their jobs. This right constitutes a property right under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and may be taken away only if the employer proves that there is cause for dismissal and provides the teacher with procedural due process.

The legal causes for dismissal and the procedural due process rights of the tenured teacher are generally enumerated in the state education code. Some common causes for dismissal are incompetence, insubordination, immorality, and neglect of duty. As for the procedural due process rights, the specific details vary from one state to the other; however, the major elements remain virtually
the same. A tenured teacher is entitled to a fair hearing which entails a timely and adequate notice of reasons and charges, representation by legal counsel, an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses, an impartial hearing by individuals who do not present or prosecute the case for dismissal, and a decision that is based only on evidence presented at the hearing.

The fundamental purpose behind tenure is to protect adequate and competent teachers from arbitrary and unreasonable dismissals by school boards. Prior to enactment of state tenure laws, teachers served at the pleasure of school boards. With their authority and power to dismiss unchecked, some boards engaged in a variety of questionable practices. Teachers were dismissed to make places for friends and relatives of board members, to save money by diminishing the number of teachers and increasing the workload of those retained, to lower costs by creating vacancies to be filled by inexperienced teachers, and to punish those who were "disloyal" to the administration (Lebels 1939). Such practices stimulated state and national teacher associations to press for tenure legislation as early as 1915. By 1980 nearly every state had adopted statewide tenure (Stelzer and Banthin 1980).

Although teacher tenure has become widespread, it lacks support from the majority of school board members, school administrators, and parents. For example, in 1975 95 percent of the school board members interviewed in Louisiana favored reform of the state's teacher tenure law (Cramer 1976). A nationwide survey of school administrators in 1972 showed that 86 percent wanted tenure reformed or abolished (Cramer). Parents with children in the public schools have consistently expressed opposition to tenure for teachers in the Gallup polls of attitudes toward public education; on four different occasions between 1970 and 1977 more than half of the parents surveyed indicated that they opposed teacher tenure (Elam). Despite the prevalence of this opposition, there is little likelihood that tenure will be abolished given the political strength and treasuries of teacher associations. Job security is the number one priority of these groups, understandably so given the past practices of some school boards and the current difficulties of professionals in locating employment appropriate to their level of training (Kaufman 1982).

Incompetence

Most state legislatures have singled out incompetence (or one
of its blood relatives—inefficiency, gross inefficiency, and inadequate performance) as a legal cause for dismissing tenured teachers. Only two states have attempted to define incompetence, however. Alaska defines incompetency as “the inability or the unintentional or intentional failure to perform the teacher's customary teaching duties in a satisfactory manner” (Alaska Education Code, Section 14-20-170), while Tennessee defines incompetency as being incapable; lacking adequate power, capacity or ability to carry out the duties and responsibilities of the position. This may apply to physical, mental, educational, emotional or other personal conditions. It may include lack of training or experience. Evident unfitness for service; physical, mental or emotional condition unfitting a teacher to instruct or associate with children; or inability to command respect for subordinates or to secure cooperation of those with whom he must work. (Tennessee Code Annotated, 49-1401).

Both definitions encompass instructional and noninstructional duties; neither supplies any criteria for determining what constitutes incompetent performance in the classroom. To obtain insight into the legal meaning of incompetent teaching, one must turn to other sources—case law, policies of state boards of education, and statutory law relating to the evaluation of certificated personnel.

Judges also have shown little inclination to specify standards by which incompetence in the classroom can be evaluated. One notable exception, however, is the Michigan Court of Appeals, which stated in 1976 that

School boards and the Tenure Commission should, in each case, make specific determinations concerning the challenged teacher's knowledge of his subject, his ability to impart it, the manner and efficacy of his discipline over his students, his rapport with parents and other teachers, and his physical and mental ability to withstand the strain of teaching. In each case, the effect on the school and its students of the acts alleged to require dismissal must be delineated.—Beebee v. Haslett Pub. Sch., 66 Mich. App., 718 at 726 (1979).

The Michigan Tenure Commission subsequently adopted these criteria as its definition of incompetency but held that all five factors need not be established to support a charge of incompetence. Any one of these factors is sufficient (Niemi v. Bd. of Educ., Kearsley Sch. Dist., TTC 74-36).

Some states' legislatures require their state boards of education to adopt criteria for evaluating individuals who are teaching under continuing contracts (a form of tenure). These criteria in effect constitute the legal definition of incompetence for teachers in that state.
One state board of education (South Carolina), for example, has adopted the following criteria for evaluating tenured teachers: long-term planning, short-term planning, clarifying rules and procedures, disciplining inappropriate behavior, organizing instruction, clarifying the goals of instruction, teaching new content, practicing and reviewing content, maintaining student involvement in learning, and monitoring student progress. These ten criteria were selected on the basis of a review of the literature, a survey of educators in the state, and the work of a committee composed of superintendents, personnel administrators, principals, and teachers.

Insight into the legal meaning of incompetent teaching also may be obtained by examining state statutes regulating the evaluation of certificated personnel. Although state statutes rarely specify the criteria for evaluating teachers, courts may choose to interpret the meaning of incompetence in terms of these criteria when they are specified. In Washington, for example, the dismissal law is read in combination with the statute on evaluation, which sets out the following categories: instructional skill, classroom management, professional preparation and scholarship, effort toward improvement when needed, the handling of student discipline and related problems, interest in teaching pupils, and knowledge of subject matter.

If the legal meaning of incompetence has not been clarified in any of the aforementioned ways, local boards of education have considerable leeway in defining what incompetence means in their individual districts. The development of a reasonable and appropriate definition of incompetence is the subject of a later section that centers on issues related to the adoption and publication of criteria for judging the effectiveness of teachers.

Dismissal

Tenure provides teachers with a protective shield against arbitrary, capricious dismissal; but it does not guarantee them a lifetime job. When a local board of education believes there is sufficient cause (such as incompetence), the board may elect to dismiss the teacher. Dismissal occurs when the board of education decides to terminate the employment of the teacher and records this action in its official minutes. As a result of this decision, the teacher is involuntarily removed from the district’s payroll and is denied all other benefits, rights, and privileges of employment.

Dismissal is not to be confused with a forced resignation. Although the teacher leaves the organization against his will in both
instances, the forced resignation provides the teacher with an opportunity to save face because the organization records his departure as a voluntary exit. In anticipation of a decision to dismiss, the board or one of its designees may offer the teacher an opportunity to request early retirement or to submit a resignation. If a resignation is involved, the board may quietly agree to give the teacher a sum of money in exchange for the resignation. These arrangements enable the teacher to avert possible revocation of his or her teaching certificate and to avoid the public humiliation and professional stigma that may accompany what some refer to as the corporate equivalent of capital punishment—dismissal.

Dismissing Tenured Teachers for Incompetence

Dismissal of tenured teachers for incompetence is a relatively rare occurrence. From 1939-1982 only eighty-six cases involving the dismissal of tenured teachers for incompetence were reported in the annual issues of The Teacher's Day in Court and the School Law Reporter (Bridges 1983). These two publications contain digests of all teacher employment cases arising in state courts of appeal, state supreme courts, federal trial courts, federal appellate courts, and the U.S. Supreme Court. The reader should bear in mind, however, that this number (eighty-six) does not represent all the dismissal cases that occurred during this forty-three-year period, only those dismissal cases that were contested by the teachers.

Searches of state sources reveal a similar pattern. For example, there were only eleven dismissal cases due to incompetence appealed to the Pennsylvania secretary of education for adjudication between March 1971 and April 1976 (Finlayson 1979); Illinois averaged ten cases annually between August 1975 and December 31, 1979 (Thurston 1981); only one teacher in the state of Florida lost a teaching certificate for reason of incompetency during the 1977-78 school year (Dolgin 1981); there were only nine cases heard before a Commission on Professional Competence in California in 1982 (Office of Administrative Hearings, Sacramento).

When tenured teachers are dismissed for incompetence, one or more of the following types of failure are usually involved (Bridges 1974):

1. **Technical Failure.** The teacher's expertise falls short of what the task requires. Technical failure is indicated by deficiencies in one or more of the following: discipline, teaching methods, knowledge of subject matter, explanation of concepts, evaluation of pupil
performance, organization, planning, lesson plans, and homework assignments.

2. Bureaucratic failure. The teacher fails to comply with school/district rules and regulations or directives of superiors. Bureaucratic failure is indicated by the teacher's failure to follow suggestions for improving his or her performance, to adhere to the content of the district's curriculum, or to allow supervisors in the classroom for purposes of observing the teacher's performance.

3. Ethical failure. The teacher fails to conform to standards of conduct presumably applicable to members of the teaching profession. Violations of these standards commonly take the form of physical or psychological abuse of students, negative attitudes toward students, and indifferent performance of one's teaching duties.

4. Productive failure. The teacher fails to obtain certain desirable results in the classroom. Productive failure is indicated by the academic progress of students, the interest of students in what is being taught, the attitudes of students toward school, the respect of students for the teacher, and the climate of the classroom.

5. Personal failure. The teacher lacks certain cognitive, affective, or physical attributes deemed instrumental in teaching. Indicators of personal deficiencies include poor judgment, emotional instability, lack of self-control, and insufficient strength to withstand the rigors of teaching.

These five types of failure do not occur with equal frequency in cases involving the dismissal of tenured teachers. Contrary to the situation that exists in the professions of law and medicine, the most prevalent type of failure is technical; more than 80 percent of the tenured dismissal cases involve this kind of failure (Bridges 1974). The leading indicator of technical failure is deficiency in maintaining discipline. Interestingly, weakness in discipline emerges as a leading cause for dismissal in every study of teacher failure conducted since 1913 (Littler 1914, Buellesfield 1915, Madsen 1927, Simon 1936, Bridges 1974). Bureaucratic failure figures in half of the cases, followed in order of frequency by ethical failure (44 percent), productive failure (34 percent), and personal failure (17 percent) (Bridges).

In the majority of dismissal cases, there is something approaching a "performance collapse." When tenured teachers are dismissed, they often are charged with multiple sources of failure and one or more of the other legal grounds for dismissal such as neglect of duty, conduct unbecoming a teacher, and other good and just causes. Dismissal rarely stems from a single unforgivable, egregious error;
rather, termination is based upon a pattern of mistakes and failure that persists over periods ranging from several months to several years (Bridges 1974, Tigges).

Regardless of the character of the teacher's failure, the success of a school board that attempts to dismiss tenured teachers is by no means assured. The frequency with which dismissal decisions are upheld by an impartial third party depends in part on the type of adjudicator—court judge, hearing officer, or commission on professional competence. In seven of the nine dismissal cases heard by a Commission on Professional Competence in California in 1982, the school district decision to dismiss was upheld. Court judges are somewhat less supportive of teacher dismissal decisions than commissions on professional competence; approximately two-thirds of these cases are upheld in the court system (Bridges 1974). Hearing officers render the least favorable decisions; only 37 percent of their judgments sustain the actions of school boards (Thurston 1981).

If a dismissal decision is reversed, school officials face the need to reinstate the teacher and to cope with the aftermath of reinstatement. When terminated teachers return to their former employers, the results are generally dismal from the district's point of view. Most of the teachers who are rated poor at the time of termination are also rated poor after reinstatement (Gold and others 1978). The same difficulties that originally led to termination recur in the vast majority of cases. Moreover, reversals subsequently lead to a bad atmosphere between labor and management and additional problems at the bargaining table. These negative results are consistent with those found in studies of reinstatement in the private sector (Jones 1961, McDermott and Newhams 1971, Malinowski 1981).

An Organizational Approach to the Dismissal of Incompetent Teachers

Most teachers in our nation's schools are competent, conscientious, hardworking individuals. All too often their efforts are overshadowed by the poor performance of a relatively small number of incompetent classroom teachers. These incompetents must be identified and assisted, and if they fail to improve, dismissed. School districts that wish to confront this challenge face a formidable array of legal, technical, and human problems. These problems can be overcome, however, if school districts are willing to adopt an organizational approach to deal with incompetent teachers in an integrated,
comprehensive fashion. The eight elements comprising a useful approach are as follows:

1. Establish “excellence in teaching” as a high priority for the district
2. Adopt and publish reasonable criteria for evaluating teachers
3. Adopt sound procedures for determining whether teachers satisfy these criteria and apply these procedures uniformly to teachers in the district
4. Provide unsatisfactory teachers with remediation (assistance) and a reasonable period of time to improve
5. Establish and implement procedures for ensuring that appraisers have the requisite competencies
6. Provide appraisers with the resources needed to carry out their responsibilities
7. Hold appraisers accountable for evaluating and dealing with incompetent teachers
8. Provide incompetent teachers with a fair hearing prior to making the dismissal decision

Superintendents who follow this systematic approach should be able to upgrade the quality of their teaching staffs, to increase the incidence of dismissal when teachers fail to improve, and to heighten the prospects of winning a dismissal case if it is contested by the teacher.
Establish
"Excellence
in Teaching"
as a District
Priority

Any organization faces a myriad of problems, opportunities, and demands that compete for the attention of organizational decision-makers. The outcome of this competition often depends on the significance attached to the various issues by the chief executive officer ("CEO"). If the CEO assigns a high priority to a particular issue, subordinates are more apt to place that issue high on their own agenda. If, on the other hand, the chief executive is indifferent to the issue, this indifference will be reproduced in the minds and actions of people up and down the organizational ladder. The task of the school superintendent, the district's chief executive officer, is, therefore, to ensure that "excellence in teaching" becomes and remains a centerpiece on the agenda of the district.

There are several ways in which the superintendent can heighten a district's concern for competent classroom performance; some of the possibilities include:

1. provide symbolic leadership
2. incorporate the commitment into existing organizational routines
3. establish new organizational routines where none currently exist
4. cooperate with other districts to bring about the reforms needed to maintain quality teaching performance

Symbolic Leadership

As the head of the organization, the superintendent is in a unique position to provide symbolic leadership. This type of leader-
ship involves the development of a consensus within the organization about those activities which are most highly valued by the organization. The superintendent can emphasize the importance of teaching by spending time on issues related to this activity, by making public pronouncements on the importance and value of teaching, and by creating slogans and organizational processes that reflect his or her commitment to high quality teaching.

Dr. Billy R. Reagan, general superintendent of the Houston Independent School District, is a prime example of a school superintendent who has provided symbolic leadership for "excellence in teaching." Two years ago Dr. Reagan announced The Houston Plan for Educational Excellence and created the Task Force for Educational Excellence composed of teachers, administrators, and leaders from business and the community. A major conceptual part of the Houston Plan for Excellence was the Teacher Quality Assurance Program, a comprehensive program for evaluating and assisting classroom teachers. Superintendent Reagan enlisted the cooperation of the news media in publicizing these ideas and advocated these views forcefully and eloquently to citizens, business leaders, and school personnel. His commitment to and concern for quality education are reflected in the following paragraph from an article titled "Know and Teach," which appeared in The Houston Post on August 24, 1982:

Public schools are essential to the strength of a democracy. As the basis for an informed citizenry, they should be the best it is possible to develop and maintain. This is obviously the goal of the Houston School Board and the administration under Superintendent Billy Reagan. Board and administration seem to have developed a partnership working toward quality public education for all the children of Houston.

Existing Organizational Routines

Two important, recurring aspects of school district operation are collective bargaining and preparation of the annual budget. Both of these activities involve trade-offs among important, but conflicting objectives; consequently, these two activities provide the superintendent and the school board with an opportunity to demonstrate or to undermine their public commitment to quality teaching. In light of the intense political pressures that are likely to develop in connection with collective bargaining and budget preparation, these
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two activities represent critical testing and proving grounds for the administrator's commitment.

Thus far, school officials appear to have neglected their commitment to quality teaching at the bargaining table. Studies conducted in the late 1960s and early 1970s show that the supervisory roles of principals have been seriously impaired by negotiations (Educational Research Service). This erosion of the principal's authority to supervise and evaluate teachers is due in part to the absence of any overriding commitment to "excellence in teaching" during the process of negotiations. Neither management nor labor seems to use any rules or principles for making trade-offs among the items being negotiated (e.g., salary, class size, school calendar, teacher transfer, and teacher evaluation); rather, both sides act on a case-by-case basis (McDonnell and Pascal 1979). If school officials are to recover their lost prerogatives or to preserve existing ones, they must in the future exhibit greater concern for the role of trade-offs in negotiations and adopt priorities for the negotiations process which reflect the district's commitment to competent classroom teaching. Otherwise, trade-offs are likely to be made on the basis of personal self-interests or political expedience.

Preparation of the budget is not independent of collective bargaining and is, therefore, subject to the same sort of intense political pressures. Educational institutions are labor-intensive; consequently, salaries may account for up to 85 percent of a school district's budget. Teachers unions are generally interested in increasing this percentage and in distributing the salary gains on the basis of seniority and level of educational training rather than merit as is the prevailing practice for professionals employed in the private sector (Peck 1981). Collective bargaining is the primary process used by teachers to attain their salary objectives.

The economic interests of teachers unions may collide with important programmatic concerns of school officials. If teachers demand higher salaries at the bargaining table and school officials meet these wage demands, there will be less money available for other programs, including those related to teacher evaluation and dismissal (for example, inservice education for principals and merit pay for exceptional performance by supervisors). To maintain the fiscal integrity of such programs, the superintendent and school board must set firm targets prior to negotiations. The importance of funding level targets should not be underestimated, as level of aspiration at the outset of negotiations is a major determinant of success at the bargaining table.
New Organizational Routines

Providing symbolic leadership and using existing activities like collective bargaining and preparation of the annual budget are important ways in which superintendents can demonstrate their commitment to teaching excellence, but they are not the only means. Superintendents may also scrutinize the approach used by their district in evaluating and dismissing incompetent teachers. This organizational examination may proceed by completing the District Evaluation Practices Inventory (DEPI) contained in the Appendix. If the review reveals that one or more of the features of the organizational approach that we recommend have been omitted, the superintendent can attempt to locate the obstacles that block implementation and endeavor to remove them before proceeding to install these new organizational procedures. The initiation of these additional elements in the organization's approach to evaluation and dismissal will heighten the significance attached to competent teaching performance by principals and teachers alike.

Interdistrict Cooperation

A final way in which superintendents can act as idea-champions for "excellence in teaching" is by promoting cooperation with other school districts. Some of the obstacles or constraints facing local districts cannot be eliminated by working solely within the boundaries of the organization. State statutes, for example, often prescribe the causes for dismissal, the procedures to be followed, and the legal entitlements of teachers prior to and following dismissal. These state-imposed impediments are unlikely to be changed unless local boards of education and superintendents orchestrate their efforts across districts in support of such reform as has occurred recently (with limited success) in California through the passage of S.B. 813.

Funding arrangements provide another example of the possibilities for interdistrict cooperation. While teacher groups lobby at the state level to increase the funds potentially available for salaries, school officials should spearhead efforts to obtain categorical aid for staff development and evaluation. If these efforts are unsuccessful, local districts should pool their limited resources and establish joint programs such as inservice training for evaluators and remediation of unsatisfactory teachers.

Each of the aforementioned ways in which superintendents can underscore their commitment to competent performance in the
classroom may be used alone or in combination with one or more of the other possibilities. The paths that a superintendent actually chooses to follow will depend to some extent on his or her perceptions of the needs and conditions existing in the district. If his predecessor has emphasized "excellence in teaching," implemented all of the elements of an organizational approach to evaluation and dismissal, and secured the necessary funding, the superintendent simply needs to affirm his intention to continue the commitment and to preserve the integrity of the approach when the budget is prepared and a contract is negotiated with the teachers. If, on the other hand, the superintendent faces the need to recover lost ground, he may need to exert symbolic leadership in a forceful manner and to enlist the full support of the board of education before utilizing all of the other ways that we have suggested.
Adopt and Publish Criteria for Evaluating Teachers

Criteria play an important role in the evaluation and dismissal of a tenured teacher for incompetence. They designate those factors on which the quality of the teacher's performance will be assessed. A major function of these criteria is to provide teachers with advance notice about the meaning of competent performance so that they will know where to direct their efforts and skills. If a school district has not adopted and published such criteria, courts are likely to overturn a district's dismissal decision on the grounds that the tenured teacher has been denied a basic aspect of due process guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment.

Unfortunately, many districts are not meeting their legal obligations to adopt and/or to publish the criteria which they use in judging the effectiveness of their teachers. Teachers report that they do not know what criteria are being used by their principals to evaluate the performance of teachers. Moreover, they complain that the criteria vary from one school to another within the same district (Natriello and Dornbusch 1980-81).

To prevent these circumstances from arising, the superintendent needs to take at least three actions if the board has adopted criteria for evaluating its teachers: (1) provide teachers with a copy of these criteria; (2) require principals to review these criteria with teachers at the beginning of each school year; and (3) hold principals accountable for applying these criteria uniformly throughout the district.

If the board has not adopted any criteria, the superintendent should first recommend criteria which take into account several types of considerations—legal, scientific, and practical.
Legal Considerations

In choosing the criteria to be used in evaluating the competence of classroom teachers, superintendents and local boards of education generally have considerable leeway. Courts realize that the evaluation of teachers (like the evaluation of lawyers) is a highly subjective undertaking and that there is no consensus within the teaching profession as to what constitutes adequate or competent performance. In the absence of state legislation to the contrary, courts are inclined to accept without question the criteria employed by local school districts in evaluating classroom teachers. Criteria which have appeared in previous dismissal cases heard at the appellate court level are as follows:

1. knowledge of the subject matter
2. ability to impart knowledge effectively
3. ability to obtain the respect of parents and students
4. proper use of corporal punishment
5. willingness to accept teaching advice from superiors
6. adequate academic progress of students
7. ability to maintain discipline
8. physical ability to perform the duties of a teacher
9. emotional stability (Tigges)

Although persistent failure to satisfy any one of these criteria is sufficient grounds for dismissal, most court cases involve more than one criterion.

Regardless of the criteria selected, school officials must bear in mind that ambiguity is a breeding ground for potential disaster. If a criterion is subject to a wide variety of interpretations, as most criteria are, a dismissal decision may be overturned by the courts on the grounds of insufficient notice. By way of illustration, in ruling in favor of the teacher, a court stated:

The warning letter . . . was totally insufficient. . . . The letter merely announced very tersely that improvement was needed in the areas of (1) relationship with students, (2) enthusiasm in teaching, (3) disciplinary policies, and (4) relationship with parents. All four charges were so broadly drafted that (the teacher) had no way of knowing exactly how she should improve her conduct. . . . Without knowledge of the specifics in which classroom conduct is deficient, a teacher who seeks to improve his or her teaching ability may find that such efforts result in classroom conduct that in the minds of school authorities, is even less competent, less efficient, . . . In short, the teacher is caught in a double-bind; the teacher must improve . . . or risk termina-
 Scientific Considerations

There is an abundance of research on teaching effectiveness, and this research offers valuable clues to the teacher behaviors that promote student achievement (see Gage 1983, Rosenshine 1971, Waxman and Wahlberg 1982). This research can be used as one source for identifying the criteria a district may employ in evaluating its teachers. Users of this research should bear in mind that each of the teacher behaviors exerts a relatively small effect on student achievement in any given school year. However, the cumulative effects of these teacher behaviors over the pupils' school careers will be nontrivial (Gage 1978).

Research on teaching shows that some teacher behaviors are effective across all grade levels, subject matters, and types of students, whereas the effectiveness of other behaviors is limited to a particular grade level, subject, or type of student. If a district has a heterogenous student population that spans all grade levels (K-12), it may wish to consider only those teacher behaviors that are effective in promoting student achievement across all grade levels, subject matters, and student types. Five teacher behaviors which fall into this category are: (1) clarity, (2) enthusiasm, (3) flexibility and variety, (4) achievement orientation, and (5) praise.

On the other hand, if a district has only an elementary student population that is drawn mainly from the lower socioeconomic class, it may wish to emphasize criteria consistent with a model of "direct instruction" (e.g., time spent on reading and math instruction as opposed to general housekeeping; time spent on working in small groups versus individual seat work; and drill pattern of questioning as opposed to open-ended questions).

Since most teacher behaviors do not appear to be effective across all types of situations, school districts should be especially careful to select behaviors that match their own situational requirements.
Practical Considerations

When choosing the criteria which will be employed in judging the effectiveness of teachers, superintendents also should consider whether it is feasible for supervisors to use these criteria in the evaluation process. For a criterion to be of practical value in evaluating and dismissing tenured teachers for incompetence in the classroom, it should be able to pass three tests.

First, there should be a valid way of determining whether a teacher satisfies the criterion. If there is not, the criterion exists only on paper. One criterion that potentially falls into this category is "knowledge of subject matter." Few, if any, supervisors possess the breadth and depth of knowledge required to evaluate the subject matter competence of teachers in such diverse fields as language, foreign language, mathematics, science, art, and music. This limitation of the supervisor is especially troublesome at a time when the subject matter competence of teachers cannot be taken for granted.

For the past decade, many school districts have faced teacher shortages in certain fields (especially math and science) and confronted the need to lay off teachers due to declining enrollments. Seniority has governed the order of lay-offs in most cases. As a result, teachers have been switched to grade levels or subjects which they have never taught and, perhaps, are only marginally qualified to teach. In light of these responses to admittedly difficult problems, one is hardly surprised to hear Dr. Billy Reagan, general superintendent of the Houston Independent School District, say, "We will find certainly as much as 25 percent of the teachers in the classrooms of America today that do not possess the skills to teach above the 7th and 8th grade level in terms of content." To prevent the students of these teachers from being shortchanged, school districts need to determine if they have a valid means for judging whether teachers satisfy the criterion of subject matter competence or any other criterion for that matter.

Second, evaluators should be able to specify the indicators they use when attempting to determine if a teacher meets a particular criterion. If supervisors are unable to provide this type of information, their evaluations are apt to be indefensible in a court of law as we have noted. To ensure that its supervisors are able to employ such indicators, a local district may turn to existing research or appraisal instruments that possess empirically demonstrated reliability and validity.

For example, Bush and Kennedy (1977) recently queried more than 1,000 junior high school students about the specific behaviors
of their most lucid teachers. Students judged teachers high on clarity if they did the following: (1) took time when explaining, (2) stressed difficult points, (3) explained new words, (4) gave examples on the board of how to do something, and (5) worked difficult homework problems, selected by students, on the board. In a similar vein, Evertson and Emmer (1982) list and describe specific indicators of satisfactory classroom discipline based on their year-long observations of effective and ineffective teachers.

The Georgia Teacher Performance Assessment Instruments (Capie 1983) contain a wide variety of criteria and their corresponding indicators and descriptors. By way of illustration, the criterion of flexibility and variety is specified as follows:

"Demonstrates a repertoire of teaching methods"

Indicator 10 — Demonstrates ability to conduct lessons using a variety of teaching methods. Teaching methods such as the following may be observed: drill, inquiry, discussion, role playing, demonstration, explanation, and problem solving.

Indicator 11 — Demonstrates ability to work with individuals, small groups, and large groups. Group size is matched to the objective; teacher's role is appropriate to each group size being used; transitions from one sized group to another are smooth; different group sizes that are matched to the objectives are used.

Third, supervisors should be able to prescribe remediation if a teacher is found to be deficient with respect to a particular criterion. If supervisors are unable to prescribe appropriate remediation, they may be reluctant to judge the teacher as unsatisfactory. Even if the supervisor is willing to proceed in rating the teacher's performance unsatisfactory, the failure to prescribe remediation is likely to become a fatal legal defect in the district's case against the teacher.

As the foregoing discussion implies, we believe that the selection of criteria demands more than a consideration of what constitutes good teaching. There are numerous legal, scientific, and practical matters to be taken into account. Ideally, these matters should be considered during the criterion selection process to avoid the problems we have discussed.
Determine Whether Teachers Satisfy the Criteria

Regardless of the criteria selected by a district to evaluate the effectiveness of its teachers, the next task is to establish sound procedures for determining whether the teachers satisfy each of these criteria. The most important procedural decisions relate to the types of information which will be used in determining whether teachers meet the criteria. These informational sources may be identical across all criteria, or they may vary from one criterion to another. Moreover, districts may choose to employ only one type of information (e.g., supervisor ratings) or multiple sources (e.g., supervisor ratings and student ratings). The following types of information may be used in evaluating teachers:

1. Supervisor ratings
2. Student ratings
3. Student performance on tests
4. Peer evaluations
5. Self-evaluations
6. Student and parent complaints

The strengths, weaknesses, and legal status of these various types of information are discussed below:

Supervisor Ratings

The most frequently used source of information for evaluating teachers is supervisor ratings. Although research on these ratings is limited, the following conclusions are consistent with the extant empirical research: (1) supervisory ratings are poor indicators of how much students are learning from teachers, (2) supervisory rat-
Determine Whether Teachers Satisfy Criteria

ings are unrelated to ratings from other sources; (3) supervisory ratings may be ineffective in promoting teacher improvement, and (4) supervisory ratings are accorded great weight by court judges when these ratings are based on classroom observation.

Educational researchers have evinced the greatest interest in studying the relationship between supervisory ratings and measures of pupil achievement. These studies consistently show no relationship between these two indicators of teacher effectiveness; representative conclusions drawn from these studies are as follows:

- Supervisory ratings do not correlate with pupil growth.
- Perhaps it is a bit unreasonable to expect a supervisor to tell how much a class is learning just by looking at it (Medley and Mitzel 1959).
- Superintendents, supervisors, and principals tended to rate good teachers low and poor teachers high (goodness defined by pupil growth in achievement). Ratings by superintendents, supervisors, principals should not be accepted as the sole or valid criteria until persons in these positions have been re-educated for this responsibility (McCall and Krause 1959).
- Evaluations based on supervisors' ratings and those based on measures of pupil growth and achievement were not significantly correlated (Anderson 1954).
- Supervisory ratings here provided are invalid (as measures of pupil gain) (LaDuke 1945).
- The criterion of pupil change apparently measures something different than that measured by teacher ratings (Gotham 1945).
- Whatever pupil gain measures in relation to teaching ability it is not that emphasized in supervisory ratings (R. D. Jones 1946).
- Employers' ratings of teaching ability are not related to pupil gains in information (Brookover 1940).
- Supervisory ratings . . . seem to lack reliability and validity (as measures of pupil gain) (Jayne 1945).

Few empirical studies have examined the relationship between supervisory ratings of teacher effectiveness and ratings from other sources. The results of these studies are consistent, however. Supervisory ratings do not appear to be highly or significantly correlated with ratings from other sources, namely, students (Brookover and Anderson 1954), peers (Anderson 1954), and self-evaluations by teachers (Anderson, Medley and Mitzel 1959).

Even fewer studies have focused on the effectiveness of supervisory ratings in promoting teacher improvement. In fact, we were able to locate only one study that investigated this important issue. Tuckman and Oliver (1968) designed an experiment to test the rela-
tive effects of feedback on teacher's behavior. There were four feedback conditions in this study: (1) students only, (2) supervisor (either the principal, vice-principal, or assistant principal) only, (3) students and supervisor, and (4) no feedback. The researchers found that vocational teachers react to feedback, irrespective of source; however, the reaction is negative in the case of feedback from supervisors. These findings prompted the two investigators to conclude that "such feedback is doing more harm than good."

Despite the weak empirical support for using supervisory ratings, the courts are inclined to attach great weight to supervisor ratings as long as they are based on adequately documented classroom observations. The following sentiments expressed by one judge reflect this deference to supervisory ratings:

"Teaching is an art as well as a profession and requires a large amount of preparation in order to qualify one in that profession. The ordinary layman is not well versed in that art, neither is he in a position to measure the necessary qualifications required for the teacher of today. In our judgment this information can be imparted by one who is versed and alert in the profession and aware of the qualifications required. . . . We think the principal with the years of experience possessed by him can be classified properly as an expert in the teaching profession, and in a similar position as a doctor in the medical profession."—Fowler v. Young et al., Board of Education, 65 N.E. 2d 399 (1945); emphasis added.

Another judge expressed his regard for supervisory ratings based on classroom observations even more pointedly and succinctly:

"The court below seems to have relied principally upon the testimony of those who have actually observed the teaching of appellant. . . . This testimony was sufficient in itself to support the court's conclusion (to uphold the school board's dismissal decision).—Appeal of Mulhollen, 39 A. 2d 283 (1944)."

Student Ratings

At the college level student ratings are commonly used to evaluate the effectiveness of classroom instruction (Aleamoni 1981). Over the past fifty years extensive research has been conducted on the reliability and validity of these ratings. This body of research provides strong empirical support for the following conclusions: (1) student ratings are highly stable (Aleamoni 1981), (2) they are strongly related to student achievement (Cohen 1981), and (3) they
are highly effective in promoting improvement within a class over the course of a semester (Cohen 1981). This research leaves no doubt that student ratings represent a sound choice for evaluating instruction at the college level.

Although research on the reliability and validity of student ratings at the elementary and secondary levels of education is much more sparse, the results are generally consistent with what has been found at the college level. Student ratings appear to be reliable (Bryan 1963, Remers 1939, and Stalnecker and Remers 1929). Similarly, student ratings are effective in fostering changes in teacher behavior and instructional improvement (Bryan 1963, Gage and others 1960, Tuckman and Oliver 1961). Generally, student ratings are reasonably good indicators of how much students are learning from their teachers. In the most carefully designed and comprehensive study on this issue, McCall and Krause (1959) conclude, “The only persons in the school system who were found to be professionally competent to judge the worth (as measured by gains in achievement) of teachers were their pupils.” Two other studies (Anderson 1954 and Lins 1946) show low, but positive, correlations between student ratings of teacher effectiveness and pupil growth in achievement. On balance, the empirical case that can be made for student ratings is much stronger than the one which can be made for supervisor ratings.

The legal status of student ratings, unlike that of supervisor ratings, is inconclusive, however. Only one of the tenured dismissal cases examined by Bridges (1974) mentioned the use of student ratings. In this particular case the judge disregarded the ratings because they were gathered after it became public knowledge that the principal was dissatisfied with the teacher’s performance and intended to fire her. Understandably the judge reasoned that the students’ ratings may have been biased against the teacher as they were influenced by the actions of the principal. Since the judge did not object to the use of student ratings per se, school officials probably can employ them in dismissal cases as partial evidence of a teacher’s incompetence. Resting a case solely on this source of appraisal is inadvisable because students are not trained to act as evaluators (in this sense they are laymen).

**Student Test Results**

Student test results, like supervisor and student ratings, may be used for purposes of formative evaluation (i.e., to improve instruc-
tion) or summative evaluation (i.e., to make decisions about the employment status of teachers). As tools for formative evaluation, student test results may signal the need for remedial instruction and may provide the teacher with valuable insight into the reasons for the poor performance of his or her students. As tools for summative evaluation, student test scores may be used to judge the competence of teachers by providing the basis for comparing results obtained by several teachers. Millman (1981) describes a number of techniques for using student test results to serve both of these important purposes.

If a district chooses to employ student performance on achievement tests as a basis for evaluating teachers, several factors should be borne in mind. First, the effects of teachers on different groups of students are relatively unstable (i.e., inconsistent) from one year to the next; these effects are even unstable from one topic to another for the same students (Rosenhouse 1977). In light of this instability no teacher should be considered for dismissal solely on these grounds unless the poor performance is repeated over a period of at least two or three years. Second, a district which intends to establish the incompetence of a teacher by comparisons with other teachers should rule out the possibility that the relatively poor performance of a teacher's students is due to initial differences in the performance potential of the students. Third, a school district needs to be sure that the tests measure knowledge and skills which match the instructional objectives for which the teacher is responsible. Finally, little if anything is known about the consequences of using student results to evaluate teachers for either formative or summative purposes. Teachers who are held accountable for student achievement may teach to the test or may direct their attention only to those students who are likely to show the greatest gains in achievement.

From a strictly legal vantage point, student test results are probably a defensible type of information to be used in evaluating the effectiveness of teachers as long as the tests are content-valid and the comparisons are made with teachers who are similarly situated. The reasoning of one judge is instructive on this admittedly controversial matter:

Passing judgment on the level of disruption in a classroom and the level of competency of a teacher of necessity presents a situation where reliance upon subjective perceptions is unavoidable, but when seemingly objective uniform test results are available they should be considered.—In the Matter of Joseph McCrain v. Board of Education of the New York City School District, 396 N.Y.S. 2d 691 (1977); emphasis added.
At least one teacher (nontenured) has been dismissed for incompetence solely on the grounds of student test scores. The teacher contested the board’s use of low scores on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and the Iowa Tests of Educational Development as a violation of her Fourteenth Amendment right. The trial court ruled that a teacher’s professional competence could not be determined solely on the basis of her students’ achievement on these tests, especially where students maintain normal educational growth rates. However, the Court of Appeals overturned the lower court decision and stated in its ruling:

Such matters as the competence of teachers, and the standards of its measurement are not matters of constitutional dimensions. They are peculiarly appropriate to state and local administration.—Scheelhase v. Woodbury Central Community School District, 488 F. 2d 237 (1973).

Since the evidence on the legality of student tests is limited, districts are well advised to buttress their dismissal decisions with other types of information relating to a teacher’s effectiveness in the classroom.

Peer Evaluations

There are virtually no empirical studies of the effectiveness of peer evaluations in stimulating instructional improvement and only a few that center on the use of these evaluations for summative purposes. In these latter studies, the following trends have been observed: (1) peer evaluations do not appear to be a regular component of districtwide systems for evaluating teachers (Bridges and Gumport 1984), (2) peer ratings based on classroom observation are so lacking in reliability at the college level that “they are utterly useless for summative purposes” (French-Lazovik 1981), and (3) peer ratings at lower educational levels are poor indicators of pupil growth in achievement as measured by tests (Anderson 1954 and McCall and Krause 1959). There is little or no empirical research on the effectiveness of peer evaluations in stimulating instructional improvement.

In view of the limited usefulness of peer evaluations based on classroom visitation, a few educational institutions (mostly in higher education) are experimenting with evaluations based on descriptive documentation. This documentation includes a brief and factual description of each course taught, its objectives, its enrollment, its credit hours, its role in the curriculum (introductory course, required
or elective); a statement of any special problems associated with teaching the course; and a description of the grading policy. In addition, the documentation includes a course outline, syllabus, reading list, text used, study guide, description of nonprinted materials, handouts, problem sets, and assignments. Finally, the documentation includes copies of graded examinations, examples of graded papers, examples of the teacher's feedback to students on written work, a copy of the final grade distribution, and examples of completed assignments. These three sets of documentation are reviewed by peers who are specialists in the subject matter and the grade level and are used as one indication of teaching competence. A detailed account of this type of review process is discussed by French-Lazovik. To date the effectiveness of this approach for either formative or summative purposes is unclear, however.

Largely, peer evaluations, whether they are based on classroom observation or documentation, are apt to withstand judicial scrutiny. Peers, like supervisors, are trained professionals who presumably are well versed in the art and science of teaching. The use of peers to evaluate the research accomplishments of professors is an established practice in colleges and universities and has never been questioned by the courts as a lawful practice. Although the practice has never been popular in school districts, the recent decision of the Toledo, Ohio, district to base the dismissal of probationary teachers for incompetence primarily on evaluations by teachers may be the harbinger of a revolution in teacher evaluation procedures. In this district, approximately 10 percent of the probationary teachers have been dismissed upon the recommendation of peers over the past two years. To our knowledge the validity of this practice has not been contested in the courts.

Self-Evaluations

Educational researchers have exhibited little interest in studying self-evaluations, i.e., teacher ratings of their own performance. When self-evaluations have been studied, most of the studies have concentrated on the accuracy of teacher reports of their own behavior in the classroom. In these studies, teachers have been asked to report on the percentage of class time spent in teacher talk; the extent to which they rely on various teaching methods (e.g., discussion, lecture, and recitation); and the extent to which they use such activities as individualized instruction. When these teacher self-reports of specific behaviors are correlated with the reports of trained
observers, there are discrepancies between what teachers believe to be happening and what they actually do in their classrooms. In none of the half-dozen studies reviewed by Hook and Rosenshine (1979) is there any correspondence between reported practice and observed behavior. The reviewers conclude, "One is not advised to accept teacher reports of specific behaviors as particularly accurate."

The usefulness of self-evaluations for formative and summative purposes is inconclusive at this juncture. There is some limited evidence that self-evaluations when combined with student feedback produce positive changes in teacher behavior (Gage and others 1960). The results relating to the relationship between confidential self-evaluations and student gains in achievement are mixed. Two studies (McCall and Krause 1959, Medley and Mitzel 1959) indicate that elementary teachers are fair judges of their own effectiveness in teaching pupils to read, whereas a third study (Anderson 1954) shows a negative relationship between teacher self-evaluations and student achievement gains.

Thus far, official self-evaluations have not figured in the dismissal cases of tenured teachers for incompetence (Bridges and Gumport 1984). In light of the tendency of teachers to overrate themselves (Rippey 1981) and the conflict of interest involved in such ratings, it is unlikely that self-evaluations will be used for summative purposes. One possible exception may be in states like Kansas which specify, "Persons to be evaluated should participate in their evaluations, including an opportunity for self-evaluation." Even in states like Kansas, the requirement of self-evaluation could perhaps be met by limiting its role to evaluation for formative purposes, i.e., the improvement of instruction.

Student and Parent Complaints

There has been no systematic research carried out on the prevalence and effectiveness of complaints in evaluating teachers. In all likelihood, student and parent complaints probably function as alarm devices that signal the need for a formal "up close and personal" look at a teacher's performance in the classroom. Salt Lake City, Utah, has incorporated such a procedure into its teacher evaluation system. If a student or parent is unable to resolve a grievance satisfactorily with the person against whom the complaint is lodged, the disgruntled student or parent may file a written request for a "Review of Services." Over the past decade one-third of all the teachers who have been placed on remediation in that district have
been identified through the “Review of Services” process. In 1980-81, the latest year for which data are available, thirty-three employees were investigated as a result of complaints from parents or students.

Student and parent complaints frequently figure in dismissal cases of tenured teachers for incompetence. Such complaints legitimately can be used to provide the necessary background for understanding the performance deficiencies of a teacher. However, conclusions about the competence of a teacher that are based solely or mainly on the complaints of students and parents are likely to be viewed as ill-founded. In the words of one court,

While it is not the function nor the desire of courts to second-guess school boards, nevertheless, it is clear that our Legislature has intended to grant to tenured teachers some protection from . . . disgruntled parents. . . . There is little doubt that Mrs. Schulz might do herself a favor by being less rigid. . . . (She) is “an old-fashioned teacher.” Perhaps such teachers do not win popularity contests, but neither can they be said to be incompetent. They are not required to entertain their students, only to teach them.—Schulz v. Board of Education of the School District of Fremont, 315 N.W. 2d 633 (1982); emphasis added.

Supervisory evaluations of this teacher based on classroom observations were “above average” and were accorded substantially greater weight by the Court of Appeals.

Implications

When deciding what sources and types of information to use in evaluating the effectiveness of teachers, school officials have no single alternative that is completely satisfactory. Although supervisor ratings based on classroom observations rest on solid legal footing, they are relatively poor indicators of how much students are learning, are unrelated to ratings from other sources, and are of questionable value in promoting teacher improvement. When supervisor ratings are used, a school district is perhaps well advised to base termination decisions on evaluations conducted by more than one supervisor for at least two reasons. First, the composite ratings of two or more supervisors are somewhat more reliable and valid than the ratings based on a single source (Gotham 1945 and Brookover 1940). Second, while there may be “no statutory duty to have more than one person conducting the evaluations, the severity of termination for a tenured teacher suggests that such a course be
wise” (Ganey v. Independent School District No. 832, 311 N.W. 2d 497 [1981]). In addition to relying on more than one supervisor's judgments of a teacher's effectiveness in the classroom, a school district should consider using other sources and types of information as well. Student ratings appear to be a reasonable second choice as they are reliable, are effective in improving instruction, and are moderately related to pupil growth in achievement. Student test results also should be seriously considered as long as the caveats we have noted are taken into account.
Remediation is one of the most important and least understood elements of the teacher evaluation process. There is virtually no research on the remediation of incompetent teachers. As a result, nothing of substance is known about the practices used by local districts in remediating unsatisfactory teachers and the differential costs or effectiveness of these practices. Moreover, scholars and practitioners alike have exhibited little, if any, interest in systematically analyzing this significant problem. Remediation is truly the intellectual Sahara of the voluminous literature on teacher evaluation and dismissal.

To assist school officials in coping with this complex but little understood task we shall focus on three important aspects of remediation—the targets of remediation, the types of remediation, and the length of the remediation period. In our judgment, a sound program of remediation must address all three aspects.

Targets of Remediation

Before supervisors choose the types of remediation to be used in improving a teacher's performance, they must endeavor to understand the causes of the unsatisfactory performance; otherwise, the types of remediation which they choose may be directed at the wrong target. Steinmetz (1959) suggests that there are three major causes of unsatisfactory performance: (1) managerial and/or organizational shortcomings, (2) a problem with the employee, and (3) outside or non-job-related influences affecting the employee. Any one or a combination of these three causes may be the root of the teacher's
poor performance in the classroom.

The managerial and/or organizational shortcomings which may contribute to incompetent teaching are fairly numerous. Perhaps the most prevalent type of managerial shortcoming is related to the criteria for judging the effectiveness of teachers; supervisors in educational organizations often fail to communicate the criteria they use when evaluating teachers (Natriello and Dornbusch 1980-81). Teachers also may perform poorly because they have been changed to a teaching assignment which they are not properly trained to handle. Likewise, teachers may be experiencing difficulty because they have too many preparations, too many "difficult" students, or too few resources.

A second major cause of unsatisfactory performance in the classroom is an individual shortcoming of the teacher. He or she may not be motivated to perform at a satisfactory level and simply fails to expend the effort necessary to be a competent teacher. Poor performance also may stem from a lack of skill or ability; the teacher is perhaps willing, but unable, to carry out one or more of his or her teaching tasks in a satisfactory manner. Personal pathologies may also account for the teacher's difficulties in the classroom. He or she may be suffering from alcoholism, drug addiction, mental illness, or serious emotional distress.

The third major cause of unsatisfactory performance is an outside influence. The teacher may be having problems in the classroom due to problems outside the workplace. These outside problems may be marital difficulties, conflicts with children, or financial problems.

Since teachers may not be dismissed for problems that are due to managerial or organizational shortcomings, supervisors must overcome their tendencies to ignore shortcomings emanating from these sources. Moreover, supervisors need to determine what the causes might be if appropriate ameliorative measures are to be taken. The types of remediation to be employed should reflect to some extent the perceived causes of the teacher's difficulties.

Types of Remediation

There are basically nine types of remediation which may be used to improve the teacher's classroom teaching performance. These nine types are as follows: goal setting, instructional input, modeling, practice, feedback, reinforcement, therapy, counseling, and environmental change.
Goal setting apparently leads to improved performance (Latham and Wexley 1981) if it clarifies exactly what is expected of the employee. The way in which goals are set is less important than the act of setting a specific goal. Goals assigned unilaterally by a supervisor seem to be as effective as goals arrived at jointly by the supervisor and the employee. Hard goals are more effective than moderate or easy goals. Ordinarily, these goals should be set in relation to the teacher's deficiencies in meeting the district's criteria for effective teaching.

Instructional input refers to the information and knowledge which the employee receives in relation to a particular skill. This information can be presented in the form of books or articles to read, films to view, and courses or workshops to attend.

Modeling allows the teacher to observe examples of a teaching performance that exemplifies key behaviors and skills. Modeling may be limited to positive examples, or it may consist of contrasting negative and positive examples. Usually modeling is used to introduce complex or otherwise unfamiliar behavior. There are several ways in which the teacher can be supplied with models—opportunities to visit and observe the classrooms of exceptional teachers, staged demonstrations in the problem teacher's own classroom by outstanding teachers, and team teaching assignments with gifted teachers.

Practice provides the teacher with an opportunity to try out the new behavior or skill in a restricted environment before attempting to incorporate the practice in his or her own classroom. Role playing and microteaching represent two possibilities for providing teachers with practice opportunities.

Feedback is information about past behavior presented to the person who performed that behavior. In remediation, feedback may be provided to the teacher in connection with opportunities for practice or observations of the teacher's performance during the period of remediation. Feedback that is a direct measure of performance is more effective than feedback that is the result of another person's judgment about performance (Miller 1978). Direct feedback can be provided in a number of ways. The teacher can listen to an audiotape recording or view a videotape of his or her own classroom performance. If the teacher is threatened by these technologies, the supervisor can provide a written record of what was said by the teacher and the students during a classroom teaching episode or use a classroom seating chart to report information about the nature of the teacher's verbal interaction with students (e.g., teacher questions,
student answers, teacher praise, and student questions).

Reinforcement is anything that strengthens or maintains the frequency and duration of behavior. There are several types of reinforcers. Social reinforcers consist of attention paid by others; this attention may come in the form of praise, thanks, appreciation, and smiles. Intrinsic reinforcers occur as the natural result of the work itself; a person experiences pride or satisfaction from the newly acquired behavior. Tangible reinforcers consist of concrete objects such as pay, promotion, and other material rewards. Since reinforcement is defined from the perspective of the recipient rather than of the provider, supervisors cannot assume that what is desirable from their point of view will be a reinforcement for the employee. Rewards become reinforcement only if they strengthen or maintain behavior (Miller 1978).

Therapy refers to treatment programs that have been designed to deal with specific personal disorders. These therapeutic programs may focus on individual pathologies like alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental illness. Alcoholics Anonymous is one example of these treatment programs.

Counseling is a professional service that is designed to assist the employee in dealing with crisis situations and personal problems that may interfere with his or her performance on the job. Toledo’s Employee Assistance Program offers counseling to help teachers cope more effectively with their own personal difficulties and is an example of this type of remediation.

Environmental change refers to modifications that are made in the situational context in which the employee works. Environmental change may be accomplished in a variety of ways: reassign the teacher to another grade level or subject area; reduce the number of preparations which the teacher has; transfer the teacher to another supervisor or building; and provide the teacher with a greater variety of instructional materials.

These nine types of remediation are not mutually exclusive. In selecting the mix of types that are appropriate for a particular teacher, the supervisor should take into account the targets of remediation, i.e., the causes for the poor performance. Figure 1 contains five possible configurations of targets and types of remediation. For example, configuration 1 identifies the cause of a teacher’s poor performance as a managerial or organizational shortcoming and prescribes two types of remediation—goal setting and environmental change. Configuration 3, on the other hand, indicates that the teacher’s poor performance is due to a personal shortcoming—
namely, a skill deficiency—and prescribes six types of remediation. Multiple types of remediation are recommended because skill deficiencies often involve the learning of complex behaviors and the ability to integrate these behaviors into a long-established behavior pattern.

Figure 1. Types and Targets of Remediation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target of Remediation</th>
<th>Type of Remediation</th>
<th>Managerial shortcomings</th>
<th>Personal shortcomings</th>
<th>Motivational Disorder</th>
<th>Skill Disorder</th>
<th>Outside Influences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructional input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Length of Remediation

The duration of a remediation period may be specified in state statutes; if so, the length of remediation is likely to be 90 days. Whenever the period is fixed by statute, school officials may not shorten it. On the other hand, if the state statutes are silent on this issue, school officials should provide the teacher with a reasonable period in which to improve. What is reasonable depends upon the facts and circumstances in each case as the following example suggests:

The teacher, by statute, must be given a reasonable time in which to correct the deficiencies outlined. Considering this teacher's 17 years of service in the district, in addition to 8
years of teaching elsewhere, it seems harsh and unreasonable to accord her only 5 weeks after the notice of deficiency before the first observation and 8 weeks before the notice of termination to remedy 25 years of teaching practice which was now labeled deficient for the first time.—Joy Ganyo v. Independent School District, No. 832, 311 N.W. 2d 497 (1981).

Some of the relevant facts appear to be total years of teaching service, length of service in the district, and the quality of the teacher’s performance during this time period.

In determining whether the remediation has been successful, school officials may conduct assessments of the teacher’s performance during the remediation period, afterwards, or both. The timing of these assessments is an absolutely critical feature of the district’s case against a teacher as this statement by an Illinois appellate court attests:

... we believe it was incumbent on the Board in this case to ground its dismissal decisions on observations and evaluations made after, and not during the remediation period. Observations during the remediation period could be properly used to evaluate improvement but the absence of any evaluation at the conclusion of the period made it impossible for the Board to make a reasoned decision.—Board of Education of School District No. 131 v. Illinois State Board of Education, 403 N. E. 2d 277 (1980).

In a few instances, the teacher will improve during the remediation period and will be rated satisfactory at its conclusion. Following this period of remediation, the teacher may begin to backslide and to manifest some or all of his or her previous deficiencies. This reversal may lead to a situation in which the teacher receives a second unsatisfactory rating. Is the teacher entitled to a second period of remediation before dismissal? The answer appears to be no; a Pennsylvania court recently issued the following ruling on this matter:

... if there is an acceptable rating in between the two unsatisfactory ratings, one can only conclude that the employee cannot or will not maintain the level of performance that is continuously required. The Secretary (of Education) properly found that there was substantial evidence to support the finding of 'incompetency.'—Grant D. Steffen v. Board of Directors of South Middletown Township School District, Pa. Cmwlth., 377 A 2d 1381 (1977).

The court went on to note that the interval between unsatisfactory ratings could be of such duration that the second unsatisfactory rating should not result in dismissal. A three year interval appears
to be the longest period after which the second unsatisfactory rating should result in dismissal.

The issue of backsliding also figured in an Illinois tenure case. In addressing this issue, the court stated:

We have read in detail the evidence in this case. . . . The record here demonstrates that this teacher during the period would appear to improve and then back-slide into his previous habits. . . . We fully recognize that the Teacher Tenure Law has as its benign purpose job security for worthy teachers and serves as a protective shield against dismissal for trivial, political, capricious or arbitrary causes. It was not intended to lock a teacher into a school system where efforts over a period of years by the administration to help the teacher in remedial causes fails. . . . There is substantial evidence in the record to support the conclusion that his period of usefulness in this particular district had waned or perhaps completely evaporated.—Theodore Kallass v. Board of Education of Marshall Community Unit School District No. C-2, Clark County, 304 N.E. 2d 527 (1973).

This case, as well as the one in Pennsylvania, suggests that teachers are not entitled to remediation in perpetuity.

In this section, we have discussed three elements of a systematic approach to remediation. A critical feature of this approach is the supervisor's ability to pinpoint the underlying cause of a teacher's poor performance and to prescribe the types of remediation that are appropriate to the perceived cause of the teacher's classroom difficulties. Since supervisors are predisposed to attribute a poor performance to internal rather than external causes, the possibility of a misdiagnosis or a faulty attribution is everpresent. This matter is treated extensively in the next section under the heading "ability to diagnose."
Ensure that Supervisors have the Requisite Competencies

Evaluation of teaching competence with a view toward possible dismissal requires special knowledge and skills which are frequently overlooked in the preservice preparation of school administrators. Specifically, the administrator needs to possess the following abilities and knowledge if he or she is to perform evaluation responsibilities effectively:

1. the ability to describe and analyze what is happening in a teacher's classroom
2. the ability to provide an unbiased rating of a teacher's performance
3. the ability to diagnose the cause(s) for a teacher's poor performance
4. the ability to prescribe remediation that is appropriate to the teacher's classroom deficiencies
5. the ability to conduct conferences with teachers regarding their instructional performance
6. the ability to document matters related to 1 through 5
7. knowledge of the legal bases for evaluating and dismissing incompetent teachers

Since these related skills and knowledge are seldom emphasized in university programs for preparing school administrators, local districts need to take steps to ensure that their evaluators possess these skills. Before discussing what these steps might be, let us focus our attention on the skills themselves.
Competencies

**Ability to describe and analyze.** If appraisers are going to base their evaluations, wholly or in part, on classroom observations, they need to be able to select (1) a focus for their observation and (2) a technique for gathering the observational data. Because a major objective of classroom instruction is to determine whether a teacher meets the district’s criteria for judging the competence of its teaching force, these data must be targeted to the criteria. If a teacher is not meeting one or more of the criteria, an important related objective of the observation is to provide a written record of the events in the classroom which led the appraiser to conclude that a teacher was failing to satisfy a particular criterion.

The focus of the classroom observation may be on one or more of the following: teacher behaviors, instructional activities, teaching processes, or student responses. Teacher behaviors represent a relatively narrow focus and should be specific enough that a low level of inference is entailed in determining whether they are present or absent. For example, if a district employs clarity in imparting subject matter as a criterion of teaching effectiveness, the evaluator should focus his observations on such specific teaching behaviors as “gives examples,” “defines new words,” and “has students work sample problems under her supervision before allowing students to work on their own.”

Instructional activities relate to a somewhat broader set of events within the classroom and span a larger time period. The most common types of instructional activities are large group (lecture and recitation), small group (discussion and cooperative learning), and individual (seatwork and tutoring). If an appraiser is interested in whether a teacher has met the criterion of flexibility and variety, the focus of the observation can be on the frequency with which the teacher uses these various activities.

A focus on instructional processes involves an integrated, as opposed to a segmented, look at what the teacher is doing in the classroom. The appraiser views teaching as serving a set of interrelated functions. Fisher and others (1980) provide one way of conceptualizing the instructional process. They consider teaching to consist of five interrelated functions: diagnosis (assessing the current knowledge, skill levels, strengths, and weaknesses of students), prescription (deciding on appropriate goals and activities), presentation (introducing concepts or learning tasks to students), monitoring (ascertaining the students’ knowledge or skills during or following an
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instructional activity), and feedback (providing the student with knowledge of results). When looking at the classroom from the vantage point of these five functions, the appraiser seeks to determine whether each of the functions is being performed by the teacher and what specific teacher behaviors are actually being used to fulfill the function. According to Fisher and his colleagues, each function can be fulfilled in a variety of ways. For example, "diagnosis may be accomplished by listening to a child read; talking to a child about what she is interested in, watching the way a student works during an independent seatwork assignment, giving formal tests, etc." By focusing on these five interrelated functions, the appraiser can gain insight into how a teacher facilitates student learning.

A fourth possible focus of classroom observation is on student responses. One type of student response that is of current interest is the student's time-on-task. The amount of time a student spends on academic learning tasks is positively, though weakly, related to achievement (Karweit 1983). An appraiser may choose to focus on the extent to which students are paying attention to the learning tasks prescribed by the teacher and are succeeding in handling these tasks. Such information can provide some indication whether a teacher is meeting the criterion of satisfactory student progress.

Besides being able to choose a focus for their observation, appraisers also need the capacity to choose a technique for gathering their observational data. Acheson and Gall (1980) discuss and provide numerous examples of several techniques. One of these techniques is "selective verbatim." When using this technique, the supervisor makes a written record of exactly what is said in the classroom that is relevant to the focus of the observation. A second technique involves the imaginative use of classroom seating charts. The supervisor uses these seating charts to record information about the nature of the teacher's relationship to individual students in the classroom. This technique, like selective verbatim, is relatively unstructured and can be tailored to a variety of criteria for judging the effectiveness of teachers. Anderson and Gall also discuss a number of checklists and observation schedules that can be used by supervisors to gather information about what is happening in classrooms. Some of these may be relevant in their present form or need to be adapted to the district's criteria.

Ability to provide unbiased ratings. When observing and evaluating others, people typically make a number of rating errors. These errors in judgment occur in a systematic way whenever a person is cast in the role of evaluating current employees or candi-
dates for job openings. The most common rating errors are contrast effects, first impressions, halo effects, similar-to-me effects, central tendency, and positive and negative leniency (Latham and Wexley 1981).

Contrast effects refer to the tendency of raters to evaluate a person relative to other individuals rather than on how well the person fulfills the requirements of the job. As we have implied, this type of error is especially troublesome because tenured teachers are legally entitled to be evaluated against criteria that have been adopted and publicized by the board of education. Comparisons are not necessarily illegitimate, however; they may be used as long as the criterion-relevance of the comparisons is established. By way of illustration, one principal substantiated his charges that a teacher had failed to maintain a satisfactory level of student progress by citing comparative data on how much material had been covered in various classrooms. After more than four months of school, the teacher had covered 44 pages in the English text compared with 75 to 95 pages in other classes and 93 pages in the arithmetic text compared with 158 to 160 pages by other teachers (McLain v. Board of Education, School District, No. 52, 183 N.E. 2d 7 [1967]). Under these circumstances, comparisons are bona fide and do not represent a type of rating error.

First impression error refers to the tendency of a supervisor to make an initially favorable or unfavorable judgment about an employee, and then ignore or distort subsequent information so as to support the initial judgment. If a supervisor were committing this error, he or she would quickly decide that a teacher was satisfactory or unsatisfactory and focus on those events in the classroom which substantiated or were consistent with his first impression.

The halo effect refers to inappropriate generalizations from one aspect of a person’s performance to all aspects of a person’s job performance. A halo effect is operating if a supervisor judges a teacher to be satisfactory on one criterion that he regards as important—for example, classroom discipline—and then erroneously concludes that the teacher satisfies all other criteria. Conversely, a halo effect may have a detrimental impact on the teacher if the supervisor feels that the social-emotional climate of the classroom is unsatisfactory and then rates the teacher deficient on all criteria even though these ratings are inappropriate.

The similar-to-me effect is used to describe the tendency of raters to evaluate more favorably those people whom they perceive as similar to themselves. Supervisors who rate teachers more favor-
ably if they resemble the rater’s attitudes, background, gender, or race may be guilty of the similar-to-me error. Rating errors of this nature pose special difficulties if women and minorities are involved because they are members of a protected class and are also entitled to legal protection against discrimination.

Central tendency error refers to the tendency of supervisors to rate employees close to the midpoint of a scale when their performance justifies a substantially higher or lower rating. The supervisor in effect chooses not to make any discrimination among teachers; they are all rated as average.

The final type of rating error is negative and positive leniency, the tendency to rate employees either too harshly or too easily. In educational settings positive leniency is the more common error. Supervisors are wont to rate all teachers as outstanding or above average (Bridges 1974). This tendency to inflate the ratings of teachers creates major problems for school administrators who are determined to dismiss incompetent teachers. Such teachers may have accumulated five, ten, or even fifteen years of satisfactory evaluations from lenient raters. This history of satisfactory performance must be overcome by a compelling record of current incompetence. Difficult as this problem may be, it is not insurmountable. A black school teacher who was deemed an adequate teacher at a black school for eight years was dismissed for incompetence following transfer to a white school pursuant to a desegregation order. The district presented a substantial case against the teacher, and a principal testified before the board and the district court that, to preserve racial harmony, he had submitted favorable evaluations that were greatly at variance with his actual opinion of the teacher’s competence. The dismissal was upheld by the United States Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit (R. Country v. R. Parrott, No. 79-2082, 823 F. 2d 51 [1980]).

Ability to diagnose. Having concluded that the teacher is a poor performer, the supervisor needs to pinpoint the reason or combination of reasons for the substandard performance. As we noted in our discussion of remediation, these reasons may take a variety of forms. The causes for poor performance fall into three major categories: (1) managerial and/or organizational shortcomings, (2) a shortcoming of the employee, and (3) outside or nonjob related influences. The objective of diagnosis is to determine which of these factors are responsible for the poor performance. If the teacher’s failure is due to managerial or organizational shortcomings, the supervisor is not justified in recommending the teacher for dismissal.
Previous research suggests that supervisors are apt to make a fundamental error during diagnosis. Supervisors are predisposed to attribute the poor performance of subordinates to internal rather than external causes. That is to say, supervisors are inclined to attribute substandard performance to some defect in the subordinate (e.g., lack of ability or effort) as opposed to some shortcomings of the organization or management. This tendency to make a fundamental error is pervasive and is strengthened if the subordinate happens to be a female or a minority (Mitchell and others 1981). Two factors appear to weaken the tendency; they are the degree of psychological closeness that exists between the supervisor and the subordinate and the extent to which the supervisor is systematic in gathering data about the causes of the poor performance.

If the supervisor commits a fundamental error when evaluating the performance of subordinates, the consequences for the poor performer depend in part on whether the supervisor makes an effort attribution or an ability attribution. Given the same performance, a supervisor will make more extreme evaluations if he attributes the unacceptable performance to a lack of effort (Mitchell and others 1981). Moreover, the effort attribution will lead to a more punitive response by the supervisor than will an ability attribution.

Because the tendency to make a fundamental error during diagnosis is so pervasive and the tendency can be diminished by following systematic procedures in gathering data, administrators are well advised to familiarize themselves with the work of Mager (1970) and Lefton and others (1980). Both of these authors spell out systematic approaches to be used in pinpointing the reason or combination of reasons for a subordinate's poor performance.

**Ability to prescribe remediation.** Perhaps the weakest skill that an administrator brings to the evaluation process is the competence to prescribe remedial assistance for the problem teacher. The prevailing educational literature on this important topic is scant, as we noted in our discussion of remediation, and provides little in the way of solid guidance to the supervisor. Moreover, existing programs of preparation do almost nothing to repair this deficiency.

Prescription is directed toward correcting or eliminating a teacher's performance inadequacies. For example, if the inept performance is due to motivational deficiencies or lack of effort, the supervisor needs to be able to pinpoint the behaviors to be changed and to identify the types of feedback that should be provided to the teacher, the types and schedules of reinforcement that should be administered, and the steps that should be taken to maintain the
changes in behavior. On the other hand, if the problem of incompetence stems from a skill deficiency, the supervisor needs to be able to specify the skill-related knowledge that should be transmitted to the teacher, to create opportunities for the teacher to observe someone modeling the skill, to arrange opportunities for the teacher to practice the skill, and to make provisions for reinforcing the newly acquired behavior.

These ways of dealing with motivational and skill deficiencies are fully explicated in Miller (1978). Although he provides a number of detailed examples regarding how these approaches have been used to improve employee performance, his illustrations are drawn exclusively from private business and industry. Therefore, the educational supervisor who intends to use these concepts in dealing with incompetent teachers will need to make the necessary applications on his or her own.

**Ability to conduct conferences.** Four approaches can be used in conducting appraisal interviews—Tell and Sell, Tell and Listen, Problem-Solving, and Quasi-Problem-Solving. The skill requirements for each of these types of appraisal interviews differ. Likewise, the objectives for each kind of interview are dissimilar.

In the Tell and Sell interview, the supervisor has three primary objectives: (1) to let employees know how well they are doing, (2) to gain their acceptance of the evaluation, and (3) to obtain their acceptance of a plan for improvement if deficiencies are noted. This type of interview requires skills in communicating clearly and in overcoming the resistance that may accompany negative evaluations and suggestions for change or improvement.

The Tell and Listen method has two major objectives. One of these, letting employees know where they stand, is identical to the Tell and Sell approach. The other objective is to allow the employee an opportunity to release feelings aroused by the evaluation. Adherents of the Tell and Listen method assume two roles during the appraisal—judge and counselor. The judge role occurs during the first part of the interview and requires competence in communicating information clearly and directly. The counselor role predominates in the second half of the appraisal interview and demands four kinds of skills—active listening, effective use of pauses, reflection of feelings, and summary of feelings (Maier 1976). Little emphasis is placed on developing a program for improvement since this is not an important objective of the Tell and Listen approach.

Unlike either the Tell and Listen or the Tell and Sell appraisal interviews, the Problem-Solving approach does not seek to communi-
cate an evaluation of the employee's performance. Rather, the central objective is to uncover ways in which the subordinate's performance can be made more personally satisfying and efficient. Accordingly, the supervisor requires skills in framing exploratory questions, in summarizing key points of the discussion, and in using pauses (Maier 1976). The evaluation is downplayed and introduced near the end of the interview, if at all.

The Quasi-Problem-Solving method has three principal objectives: (1) to apprise employees of how well they are doing; (2) to determine the reasons, external as well as internal, that may account for good and poor performance; and (3) to develop a plan that is designed to remove any obstacles standing in the way of a satisfactory or outstanding performance. In accomplishing the first objective, the supervisor is the dominant actor and acts in a judgmental role. The last two objectives entail mutual exploration and problem-solving by the supervisor and the employee. Unlike the other methods, the Quasi-Problem-Solving approach seeks to understand the ingredients of satisfactory, as well as unsatisfactory, performance and to focus on ways of improving performance even if it is currently satisfactory. This particular approach requires skills in communicating clearly, in framing exploratory questions, and in fostering cooperative problem-solving.

For most employees, the Tell and Listen, Problem-Solving, and Quasi-Problem-Solving approaches are likely to be effective and appropriate. However, if the employee's performance is unsatisfactory in one or more respects, the supervisor at some point must conduct a Tell and Sell interview or use the Quasi-Problem-Solving method as these are the only approaches which fulfill two important legal requirements—let employees know how well they are doing and establish a plan for improving the performance. The reader who desires to learn more about the Tell and Sell, Tell and Listen, and Problem-Solving methods should consult Maier (1976); Lefton and others (1980) provide an extensive treatment of the Quasi-Problem-Solving approach.

Ability to document. A supervisor needs skills in developing a system of documentation that fully supports a decision to dismiss a tenured teacher for incompetence. Since the burden of proof rests on the school district, the supervisor, as well as the incompetent teacher, is on trial. If the supervisor is to be found innocent of arbitrary, capricious behavior, he or she needs to document the events related to the evaluation and dismissal of the incompetent teacher thoroughly and adequately. Without a soundly documented
case, the judgment of the supervisor will be severely tested and found wanting. Although judges believe that a school district is not married to mediocrity, they are unwilling to sanction a divorce without just cause.

In order to develop a sound system of documentation, the supervisor requires three basic skills. The first of these skills involves the capacity to distinguish between factual and judgmental statements. Factual statements describe events as they actually happened; these descriptions are free of conclusions, interpretations, and opinions. Judgmental statements, on the other hand, express opinions about the worth or value of an event or set of events. For example, a supervisor might prepare the following factual statements:

1. From September 15 to December 15 you referred 37 students to the office for disciplinary action.
2. On October 16 during your lecture on earthquakes, four students were drawing pictures and six children were out of their seats.
3. On December 7 nine children were sitting on their desks and four students were shouting to each other across the room while you were giving a homework assignment.

Based on numerous factual statements of this sort, the supervisor might then prepare a judgmental statement such as, “You are unable to maintain a satisfactory level of discipline in your classroom.” A sound system of documentation includes judgmental statements that are supported by a number of relevant factual statements.

The second skill is closely related to the first one and involves the capacity to prepare written records that establish a pattern of poor performance in relation to the district criteria for evaluating teachers. Because there are no clearcut standards or yardsticks for determining whether a teacher is meeting a particular criterion, a supervisor must accumulate numerous examples of the teacher’s shortcomings and use these instances to demonstrate that a pattern exists. The significance of a demonstrable pattern is underscored in the following statement by a judge in the Appellate Court of Illinois, Third District:

Proof of momentary lapses in discipline or of a single day’s lesson gone awry is not sufficient to show cause for dismissal of a tenured teacher. Yet, where brief instances and isolated lapses occur repeatedly, there emerges a pattern of behavior which, if deficient, will support the dismissal of a tenured teacher. Where the school board fails . . . to show that the examples of conduct constitute a pattern of deficiency, then
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394 N. E. 2d 69 (1979)

A third skill needed by a supervisor is the capacity to prepare written records which cannot be refuted by an adversarial third party and which are persuasive to superiors and independent third parties such as judges or arbitrators. Since documentation plays a pivotal role in dismissal proceedings, the attorney of the dismissed teacher will seek to undermine the credibility of the written record. Superiors will need to be convinced that a sufficiently strong case exists to warrant the expenditure of district money and time. In addition to demonstrating that a written record of recurring deficiencies exists, the supervisor needs written proof to verify that:

1. the teacher received copies of the relevant documentation
2. the documentation was delivered in a timely manner
3. the teacher was given an opportunity to refute or comment on what the supervisor has written
4. the supervisor was impartial
5. the persons who have filed written complaints will later testify to their authenticity

These matters, along with numerous examples and helpful guidelines for school administrators, are discussed in Frels and Cooper (1982), Carey (1981), and Moore (1980).

Knowledge of the legal aspects. Teacher evaluation and dismissal are filled with a plethora of legal pitfalls and requirements. When a supervisor first suspects that a tenured teacher may need to be dismissed for incompetence, the supervisor should seek expert guidance and counsel from an attorney. Although the supervisor should rely heavily on legal counsel in navigating the legal minefield during this difficult period, the supervisor also needs a working knowledge of the legal basis for teacher evaluation and dismissal so as to use an attorney effectively.

Teacher evaluation and dismissal decisions are governed primarily by state statutes, school board rules and regulations, local collective bargaining agreements, and the United States Constitution. State statutes generally provide the greatest number of elements in the legal structure, and the supervisor needs to know what the provisions of these statutes are in his state. Specifically, the supervisor must have knowledge of the statutory provisions related to: criteria, methods of evaluation, access to personnel records, notices, remedial assistance, hearings, appeals, remedies for wrongful discharge, and the timelines or deadlines associated with these matters. In addition, the supervisor needs to know if the board of
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A school district cannot assume that its administrative personnel possess these essential competencies and understandings. The superintendent must implement ways of ensuring that its current and prospective supervisors have the knowledge and skills required to perform their evaluative responsibilities effectively. There are at least three alternatives for the superintendent to consider: (1) selection, (2) inservice education, and (3) printed materials.

Selection. When considering applicants for administrative positions within the district, selection committees can be instructed to gather information relative to each of the competencies that we have discussed. Experienced candidates may be asked to submit samples of their evaluations, observation reports, and conference memos. Finalists may be required to view a videotape or a film of a classroom teaching episode, to provide a written analysis of what was observed, and to role-play a conference with a teacher. (These procedures were used recently by the Sonoma Unified [CA] School District in selecting a high school principal.) Finalists also may be questioned during the interview about how they intend to detect and to deal with incompetent teachers. These possibilities are not mutually exclusive and may all be used during the selection process.

Inservice education. Since a school district's current stable of supervisors may lack one or more of the requisite competencies, the superintendent may wish to use these as the focus of an inservice education program for principals and other instructional supervisors. The Lake Washington School District near Seattle has developed an elaborate program to teach principals skills in analyzing instruction, note taking, and conducting conferences. This particular program relies heavily on videotapes and printed materials produced...
and distributed by Madeline Hunter. Since the approach adopted by Lake Washington is quite expensive, most districts probably will be unable to afford a program of this type unless they are willing to form a regional cooperative.

**Printed materials.** School districts also may foster competent supervisory performance by preparing printed materials and manuals. The San Juan Unified School District in Carmichael, California, has produced a *Certificated Non-Management Personnel Assessment Manual* (Tolleson 1983). This manual contains relevant sections of the Education Code, guidelines for preparing documentation, samples of competent documentation and assistance or remediation plans, discussions of the evaluation process and practices assuring due process for teachers, and definitions of key terms. This manual is used to provide inservice training for principals and to orient new school board members to what is involved in evaluating and dismissing teachers.

The Seattle School District has published a booklet (Little 1978) that is used by principals in connection with the evaluation and dismissal of teachers. This booklet provides a background on the Constitutional aspects of teacher dismissal and explains the procedures that must be followed in evaluating teachers according to state statutes and the provisions of the collective bargaining contract. This booklet is especially useful to principals as it offers a timetable and a step-by-step checklist that conforms to statutory timelines. Printed materials like these can compensate for the knowledge deficiencies of supervisors and avoid future problems, especially of a legal nature.
If supervisors are to fulfill their responsibilities for evaluating the instructional staff, they need a variety of resources. Specifically, supervisors need time, authority, access to remedial assistance, access to legal counsel, and support. Without these particular resources supervisors are unlikely to meet the organization's role expectations even if they are committed to performing the appraisal function effectively and have the requisite skills and knowledge. Supervisory effort and ability are necessary but insufficient conditions for effective performance appraisal; organizational resources also play a crucial role in the process of evaluating and dismissing incompetent teachers.

**Time**

According to Mackenzie (1972), time is an organization's scarcest and most critical resource. Moreover, of all organizational resources time is the least understood and most mismanaged (Mackenzie). Unless superintendents consciously address the issue of time and take steps to deal with it, the scarcity of this important resource is apt to cripple any concerted attempt to evaluate, improve, and dismiss teachers who are incompetent classroom performers.

Time is an especially acute problem for the principal, the person who commonly bears major responsibility for evaluating teachers. The appraisal function is but one of the many functions performed by principals. They also have functional responsibilities in matters relating to student discipline, school-community relations, curriculum development, and school facilities. The one area that consist-
tently suffers from neglect is the supervision of instruction (Hallinger 1983).

To ensure that sufficient time is available for evaluating and dismissing teachers who do not respond to remediation, the superintendent needs to adopt policies and practices that focus directly on this critical problem. One way is to establish priorities among the functions and tasks contained in job descriptions for the role of principal. Given the multiple responsibilities of principals, top management needs to establish a hierarchy of importance among these myriad functions. This hierarchy prescribes the trade-offs which inevitably must be made in fulfilling any organizational role and discourages principals from sacrificing objectives that are cherished by the institution.

Another way in which superintendents can ensure that time is available for dealing with problem classroom teachers is to institute time conservation measures. The dismissal of a tenured teacher and the procedures which accompany this admittedly distasteful task are time consuming. School districts can provide this time by limiting the amount of time their principals are required to spend on teachers who have a history of satisfactory or outstanding performance in the classroom. For such teachers, principals could engage in management by exception. They would be required to observe and to hold pre- and post-observation conferences only if a teacher seemed to be having problems as revealed by low ratings from students, parental complaints, or poor student test scores. Since most classroom teachers are satisfactory performers, this type of strategy may be an effective time conservation measure.

If, for some reason, neither of these approaches—setting job priorities or managing by exception—seems appropriate, superintendents may opt to use other personnel besides principals in the evaluation process. Properly trained department heads, assistant principals, and supervisors of elementary or secondary education may be assigned to carry out one or more tasks under the direction of the principal. By relying on several supervisors, the organization enhances the reliability and validity of its teacher evaluations in addition to alleviating the time problem.

Authority

Studies conducted in the late 1960s and early 1970s reveal that collective bargaining agreements may erode the supervisory authority of principals and, thereby, impede their ability to perform their
supervisory responsibilities effectively (Educational Research Service 1979). One type of authority that is particularly vulnerable to negotiations involves the inspection rights of principals. Teacher organizations attempt to limit the frequency of classroom observations and to prohibit them from being unannounced. If supervisors lack the authority to decide how many observations are warranted for a given teacher, they in all likelihood will be unable to establish that a pattern of performance deficiencies exists. Moreover, if all observations must be announced in advance, the supervisor may never even see a representative sample of the teacher's poor performance because he or she has staged the lesson. For these reasons, the superintendent needs to protect the inspection rights of principals or to restore these rights if the collective bargaining agreement curtails them.

In addition to inspection rights, principals and supervisors need the authority to use a variety of sources and types of information in evaluating teachers. More precisely, supervisors should possess the right to use student ratings, student progress, parent complaints, and student complaints, along with classroom observations, to establish the incompetence of a teacher. Although the court attaches great weight to supervisory evaluations based on classroom observations, principals can strengthen their cases against incompetent teachers by drawing upon different types of evidence to substantiate their claims.

Finally, supervisors who are obligated to prescribe a program of remediation for an incompetent teacher should have the organizationally sanctioned right to expect, and, if necessary, to demand the compliance of the teacher with this plan of assistance. If the teacher refuses to comply, this refusal should be considered insubordination and constitute cause for dismissal. Unless the obligations of the supervisor and the subordinate are explicitly reciprocal, the supervisor also faces the difficult and unpleasant task of persuading the teacher of the merits of the improvement plan.

Access to Remedial Assistance

Since the supervisor's competence in prescribing remedial assistance is apt to be weak and his or her ability to provide this assistance is likely to be hampered by a lack of time and subject matter expertise, the supervisor needs easy access to remedial assistance. The district can supply this assistance through a variety of mechanisms—self-instructional materials, inservice education,
mentors, and money. At this juncture, nothing is known about the relative effectiveness of these various mechanisms.

Self-instructional materials that are targeted towards commonly occurring teaching deficiencies represent a potentially inexpensive means for providing some of this remedial assistance. These self-instructional materials may be in written form and consist of books, booklets, or articles which focus on particular problems like discipline or lesson planning. Or these materials may be presented through audiovisual media such as films or videotapes. Ideally, these instructional materials should provide the teacher with knowledge relevant to the teacher's deficiencies, concrete examples of teachers using this knowledge in a skillful manner, practice in applying this information, and feedback to the teacher about his or her mastery of the relevant skills and knowledge. Luehe and Ehrgott (1981) have written a book that incorporates all four of these learning features in connection with planning and implementing an effective lesson.

If the school district has designed its inservice education program with remediation as a primary objective, supervisors may be able to use this mechanism to assist teachers. Because such programs are usually planned a year in advance, school districts can survey supervisors to determine the specific problems that teachers are currently facing. Those deficiencies for which the district lacks self-instructional materials may serve as the foci for the inservice education program. Since the timing of these various remedial programs may affect their value to the teacher and the principal, supervisors should be involved in scheduling these programs.

A third type of remedial assistance that may be made available to supervisors who are working with problem teachers is the mentor or master teacher. Salt Lake City, by way of illustration, uses assisting teachers in its formal remediation program. These teachers spend a period of time, from a week to a month based on individual need, with the teacher on remediation. According to the collective bargaining agreement, these assisting teachers shall be drawn from among retired teachers or teachers on leave. The Lake Washington School District employs five full-time trainers to work with teachers in need of assistance. These trainers are thoroughly familiar with the materials and techniques of Madeline Hunter and use these in their staff development activities. Unlike the situation that prevails in Salt Lake City, the trainers in Lake Washington are prohibited by contract from discussing the teacher's problems with an administrator and testifying against the teacher in a dismissal proceeding.

Lastly, a school district may allocate money to principals for
remedial purposes. These discretionary funds can be used to hire substitutes, either for the problem teacher who is freed to visit the classrooms of outstanding teachers or for mentors who are freed to work with the problem teacher. These funds might also be used to employ consultants who have expertise in dealing with particular problems. Alternatively, this money might enable the teacher who is in difficulty to attend a workshop or a course offered by a local university, to obtain counseling assistance, or to offset some of the costs associated with participating in a therapeutic program.

Access to Legal Counsel

Even if supervisors believe that they are familiar with the Constitutional and statutory provisions relating to the evaluation and dismissal of the incompetent teacher, they should be encouraged to consult with competent legal counsel who is in a position to devote the necessary time and attention to the problem at hand. Ideally, this attorney should be a specialist in teacher dismissals; otherwise, he or she may be unable to fulfill the needs of the supervisor. Worse yet, the advice may be ill-founded and inadvertently contribute to losing the case against the teacher.

Support

Supervisors may pay a high psychological price for their involvement in the evaluation and dismissal of incompetent teachers. Both of these activities may arouse such powerful emotions as fear, self-doubt, anger, and guilt. Fear or feelings of danger may arise because the supervisor suspects that other teachers will resent his actions and retaliate by flooding him with grievances or by undertaking a hidden campaign to discredit him in the eyes of the community. Feelings of self-doubt may be engendered if the supervisor senses that he or she lacks one or more of the skills needed to build a defensible case against the incompetent teacher. Anger may be aroused because the supervisor is frustrated by the need to spend so much time and energy on an unrewarding task. Guilt may arise when the supervisor recognizes that dismissal will deprive the teacher and his or her family of their livelihood. All of these negative emotions are everpresent possibilities that may deter the supervisor from fulfilling his organizational obligations or may threaten his physical and mental well-being if he chooses to proceed.
The superintendent needs to anticipate these emotional reactions and to provide the supervisor with the backing and the emotional support required during this potentially difficult period. Specifically, the chief executive needs to supply verbal and written assurance that the supervisor's actions are authorized by the superintendent and that the recommendation to dismiss will be backed fully by the superintendent. In addition, the superintendent needs to encourage supervisors to talk about what is happening and their reactions to these events. If the superintendent expresses concern for and understanding of what supervisors are experiencing during this process, they are more likely to cope successfully with the stress that accompanies these emotionally demanding situations and to carry out their responsibilities for evaluating and dismissing unsatisfactory employees.
Hold Supervisors Accountable

Principals are primarily responsible for teacher evaluation (Educational Research Service 1979), and they express the belief that they should spend a large portion of their time in classrooms working with teachers (Carey 1981). However, the available research indicates that principals do not allocate a significant portion of their time to managing instructional activities (Hallinger 1983). They perform infrequent evaluations of instruction, and these are often ritualistic occasions for "ceremonial congratulations" (Guthrie and Willower 1973). In place of coordinating and controlling the technology of education (i.e., curriculum and instruction), principals spend most of their workday on managerial tasks that are unrelated to instructional technology (Peterson 1977-78 and Sproull 1981).

To disrupt this oft-observed pattern of administrator behavior, a school district needs to hold principals accountable for spending more time on instructional matters and for dealing forthrightly with unsatisfactory teachers. Specifically, a district should adopt and enforce policies which (1) discourage supervisors from inflating the evaluations of incompetent teachers; (2) counter the tendencies of supervisors to postpone dealing with an incompetent teacher and to use rationalizations which bolster their procrastination; (3) discourage supervisors from passing the poor performer to someone else in the district; and (4) encourage principals to provide instructional leadership.

Inflated Ratings

Inflated performance ratings are common to all types of organisms...
zations (Mitchell and others 1981), and elementary and secondary educational institutions are no exception. Few teachers receive average or unsatisfactory ratings; even fewer are dismissed. Unsatisfactory ratings generate time demands, expenditure of effort, and unpleasantness for the supervisor, while satisfactory or outstanding ratings, if unchallenged, are accompanied by positive feelings and outcomes. The field of positive and negative reinforcements generally favor positive leniency by supervisors as we pointed out earlier.

To counter this type of rating error, school districts have several options. They may adopt the “Review of Services” procedure used by Salt Lake City, or they may institute exit interviews with parents leaving the district to ascertain, among other things, whom they judge to be particularly outstanding or poor teachers. If principals do inflate the ratings, they can be reprimanded, denied salary increments, or placed on probation.

Procrastination and Rationalization

If a principal realizes that one of his teachers is incompetent, he may be in conflict about what to do. The principal experiences conflict because he believes something should be done; however, he recognizes that there is no easy resolution to the problem. If the principal loses hope of finding a satisfactory solution and foresees no serious risks if he or she postpones action, the principal is likely to procrastinate and to use rationalizations that bolster his inaction (Janis and Mann 1977). Some common rationalizations or excuses are as follows:

1. “It’s too costly.”
2. “You can never win.”
3. “It’s too time consuming.”
4. “The morale of my staff would be destroyed.”
5. “The next teacher will be even worse.”

To counter these rationalizations, districts may use a procedure developed by Janis and Mann (1977). The object of this procedure is to make individuals aware of their rationalizations and to present information designed to refute each of their rationalizations. The procedure begins by asking questions like the following:

“Have you ever said this to excuse your reluctance to deal with an incompetent teacher?”

“Has this excuse ever occurred to you?”

“Do you think that, deep down, this might be a reasonable or valid argument?”
"Have you ever heard another principal use this excuse?"

For each excuse or rationalization, information is presented to counteract it; for example, let us consider how the "It's too costly" excuse might be refuted:

"Yes, dismissal is a costly process. The exact costs are unknown at this point, however. Estimates on the higher end of the scale range from fifty to one hundred thousand dollars. All of these estimates make the no-benefit assumption; that is to say, they are based on the assumption that the district receives no financial benefits from the dismissal. This no-benefit assumption is erroneous. If an experienced teacher is replaced with a beginning teacher, there is an annual savings produced by the difference between the salaries of the two teachers. The more experienced the teacher, the greater is the savings. When these savings are taken into account, the district is apt to recover its costs in three to five years and experience an actual decline in employee costs after the break-even point has been reached. Besides, financial costs and benefits are not the determining factor in this district anyway. Teacher effectiveness is far more important than costs!"

To take another example, the "You can never win" excuse might be countered as follows:

"Difficult yes; impossible, no. In approximately two-thirds of the dismissal cases heard at the appellate court level between 1939 and 1982, judges ruled in favor of the district. Between August 1975 and December 31, 1979 school districts did not fare as well with hearing officers; only 37 percent of the hearing officer decisions sustained the action of the board. However, if winning is defined to include resignations that occurred in connection with these hearings plus upheld decisions, the success rate jumps to 74 percent. Districts are becoming more sophisticated in preparing their cases against tenured teachers and are now winning an even larger proportion of their contested decisions. In California, for example, seven of the last nine cases involving the dismissal of a tenured teacher for incompetence were upheld by the Commission on Professional Competence. Our district has employed expert legal counsel to assist you in preparing a case that has a high probability of being a winner. So, never say never again!"

Finally, the "It's too time consuming" rationalization might be refuted in the following way:

"There is no question that working with incompetent teachers takes a lot of time. If you make a concerted effort to assist a teacher who is having difficulty, you will probably spend up to
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Ten hours per week over a period of three or four months observing this person in the classroom, holding conferences with him or her to discuss your observations and suggestions for improvement, and documenting what has taken place. If you have more than one problem teacher under your supervision, you should select the worst performer and concentrate your efforts on that person. No one expects you to solve every personnel problem in a single year. To make the situation manageable, work on one problem at a time and let us know what your overall strategy is. If you need relief or assistance along the way, ask for it and we'll try to help you out."

Buck-Passing

Passing-the-buck is an all-time favorite game in organizations. When faced with difficult decisions for which there are no completely satisfactory solutions, people have a tendency to shift the responsibility for dealing with these situations to someone else within the organization. In school circles the practice of moving incompetent teachers from one school principal to another is referred to as "the dance of the lemons" or "pass the turkey." To counter the "turkey trot," some districts have adopted unique transfer policies like the following: if a teacher receives a positive evaluation in one school, transfers to another, and then encounters difficulty in the new setting, the teacher is returned to the first school and the principal is placed under surveillance (Downey 1978).

Instructional Leadership

In addition to these specific measures for dealing with principals who are reluctant to perform their roles as supervisors of instruction, the school district may stimulate interest in instructional management through its ongoing evaluation of principals. If a district assigns great weight to instructional leadership in its principal appraisal program and links salary increases to performance in this area, principals will be more inclined to emphasize this hitherto neglected responsibility.

The Instructional Management Rating Scales developed by Hallinger (1988) offer a promising approach to evaluating principals in their role as instructional managers. He has constructed eleven scales based on the school effectiveness research; these rating scales are sound and possess satisfactory reliability and validity for evaluat-
ing elementary principals. Several of these scales and sample items are reproduced below:

**Scale III. Supervision and Evaluation of Instruction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Almost Never</th>
<th>Almost Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13. Conducts informal observations in classrooms on a regular basis.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Ensures that the classroom objectives of teachers are consistent with the stated goals of the school.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Reviews student work products when evaluating teachers.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Points out specific weaknesses of the teacher's instructional practices in post-observation conferences.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Notes student time on task in feedback to teachers after classroom observations.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scale V. Monitoring and Feeding Back Student Performance Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Almost Never</th>
<th>Almost Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31. Meets individually with teachers to discuss pupil academic performance.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Discusses the item analysis of district-wide tests with the faculty in order to identify strengths and weaknesses in the school's instructional program.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Distributes the results of student testing to teachers in a timely fashion.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scale VIII. Promoting Incentives to Improve Teaching**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Almost Never</th>
<th>Almost Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49. Reinforces superior performance by teachers publicly in newsletters or bulletins.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Privately recognizes teacher efforts and performance.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scale IX. Promoting Instructional Improvement and Professional Development

56. Distributes journal articles to teachers on a regular basis.  1 2 3 4 5 ?

60. Provides time to meet individually with teachers to discuss instructional issues.  1 2 3 4 5 ?

62. Sets aside time at faculty meetings for teachers to share information concerning their classroom experiences and in-service activities.  1 2 3 4 5 ?

These scales are especially valuable because they can be used by local school districts to clarify the meaning of instructional leadership, a heretofore nebulous concept. Moreover, the behaviors contained in these scales are behaviors which previous research has found to be characteristic of effective schools, that is, schools where students perform better than expected given their ability and socioeconomic background.
A tenured teacher has a "property" interest in his or her position under the Fourteenth Amendment; therefore, school districts must provide the teacher with a fair hearing prior to depriving the teacher of his position.

Components of a Fair Hearing

Generally, the necessary components of a fair hearing are delineated in state statutes. These statutes may entitle the teacher to some or all of the following rights:

1. a statement of charges and the materials upon which they are based
2. a hearing before the school board, a hearing panel, or a hearing officer if requested
3. a timely written notice of the date, time, and place of the hearing
4. a hearing in public or private
5. an opportunity to be represented by counsel
6. an opportunity to call witnesses on his own behalf
7. an opportunity to subpoena a person who has made allegations which are used as a basis for the decision of the employer
8. an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses
9. witness testimony under oath or affirmation
10. a shorthand reporting or tape recording of the hearing upon request
11. a written decision that contains the specific findings or grounds on which it is based
12. a written statement of his rights to appeal

If the district fails to provide the teacher with any of the hearing rights mandated by state statutes, the dismissal decision may be set aside. Therefore, the district must consult legal counsel to ensure that it will strictly observe the teacher's procedural rights. A comprehensive discussion of the legal issues which can arise in public school administrative hearings appears in Phay (1982).

During an administrative hearing, there are three major participants—adjudicator, district administration, and teacher. The adjudicator listens to the evidence and the arguments of the district administration and the teacher, weighs the importance of what has been presented by both sides, and renders a decision or proposed decision. The district administration attempts to establish the incompetence of the teacher and often relies on the principal, the superintendent, the school attorney, and other witnesses such as students or parents to accomplish this task. Those individuals who are on the side of the teacher attempt to defend the teacher against the accusations of the district administration; these people usually are the teacher himself, his legal counsel, and fellow teachers.

If the board of education is the adjudicator, it is highly important for the board to maintain as much distance from the district administration as possible during the dismissal proceeding. Otherwise, the board risks voiding the entire procedure because it subjects itself to the legal argument that it has not provided the teacher with a fair hearing. For example, during the hearing, legal issues, such as the admissibility of a particular piece or type of evidence, may arise on which the board must rule. Should the board turn to advice from the school attorney who is adviser to the school administration, it may violate the teacher's right to a fair hearing.

Alternatively, the board may be tempted to seek advice from the superintendent or invite the superintendent to be present during its deliberations. If the superintendent has brought charges against the teacher or testified on behalf of the district administration, the board jeopardizes the validity of the hearing. Under these circumstances, the mere presence of the superintendent during the board's deliberations constitutes a potentially fatal legal flaw (Phay 1982). These examples underscore the need of the board to maintain its independence from the district administration in relation to the teacher's hearing.
Phases of Dismissal Proceedings

Dismissal proceedings may go through a number of phases. Some of the most common phases include: discovery, direct examination, cross-examination, closing argument, and deliberation. Let us examine each of these phases and consider some of the problems and legal issues which may arise.

**Discovery.** Prior to the hearing, the opposing parties may disclose information and evidence which they propose to use in the hearing. This disclosure prevents the type of “trial by ambush” that is so familiar to Perry Mason fans. Discovery is designed to avoid surprises and to expedite the proceedings; it is usually mandated by state statute. During the discovery phase, the district administration is generally obligated to provide all information regarding the dates and times of incidents relevant to each charge, the names and addresses of potential witnesses, and copies of any affidavits or exhibits which may be introduced at the hearing.

**Direct examination.** This is usually the first phase of the actual hearing. During this phase, the district administration seeks to establish that a pattern of incompetent performance exists despite efforts to assist the teacher in overcoming these deficiencies. The principal’s testimony and documentation play an important role in this phase; in fact, they often represent the most significant element of the district’s presentation. While conducting the direct examination, the attorney for the district administration cannot ask the principal leading questions, questions which suggest the desired answer. An example of such a question is as follows:

"Did the teacher’s failure to meet deadlines and his refusal to accept committee assignments demonstrate inadequate service to the school community and a lack of potential for being a good teacher?" This question is leading. It really states a conclusion and makes clear that the questioner wants the witness to answer, “Yes.” (Phay 1982)

Since the attorney cannot assist the principal by asking leading questions, the principal must be thoroughly familiar with the evidence and the testimony that need to be presented in support of each charge. However, the principal is not solely dependent on his memory and ability to recall; he may refer to notes and documentation that he has prepared in connection with the teacher’s dismissal.

**Cross-examination.** This aspect of a hearing is perhaps the most emotionally demanding one for the school administration. In this phase, the attorney for the teacher seeks to discredit the administration by asking questions that are designed to establish one or
more of the following (taken in large part from Evans n.d.):

1. That the administration failed to comply with established state law(s) and/or local board policies and related rules and regulations. For example, the principal failed to provide the teacher with a sufficiently specific statement of deficiencies.

2. That the administration practiced "unequal application of the law." That is to say, the teacher was criticized for acts for which other teachers, acting in a similar manner, received no such criticism.

3. That the administration was biased against the teacher. The defense counsel will try to establish that "philosophical" differences, not deficiencies in teaching skills, accounted for the teacher's difficulties, or the teacher has become a target of the administration because of his activities in the union.

4. That the administration did not give adequate support and guidance to the teacher. In other words, supervisor shortcomings account for the teacher's failure to improve his performance.

5. That the administration "harassed" the teacher through holding an excessive number of classroom observations and conferences. As a result, the teacher became overanxious and was unable to improve.

6. That the administration was remiss in not explicitly prescribing certain behavior for the teacher. For example, the principal stated, "It would be helpful if . . ." and "I would appreciate it if . . ." Such statements, according to the defendant's legal counsel, do not let the teacher know that the behavior is unacceptable and should be stopped.

7. That the administration cannot prove that alleged written or oral communication with the teacher actually occurred. "You never told me."

8. That the administration "influenced" the original perception of witnesses and/or their subsequent testimony.

9. That the credibility of administrative testimony is suspect with respect to lack of subject matter expertise, relevant teaching experience at the teacher's grade level and administrative experience in supervising and evaluating teachers.

10. That the administrator's recollections of specific details are hazy and subject to confusion.

In preparing for the cross-examination phase, school administrators in consultation with their attorney should carefully consider these potential lines of attack by the defense and develop appropriate and effective responses.

Closing argument. When both sides have completed the pre-
sentation of their evidence, the attorneys for the school district and the teacher make their final oral argument to the adjudicator. Since the burden of proof rests on the school district, the school attorney has the opportunity to speak first and last. At the conclusion of the closing arguments, the adjudicator recesses the hearing for the purpose of deliberation.

**Deliberation.** During the deliberation phase, the adjudicator reviews the evidence to determine whether there is just cause (in this instance, cause is incompetence) for the proposed dismissal action and whether any of the teacher’s substantive and procedural rights have been violated. If the adjudicator is the board of education, the members of the board should carry on their deliberations without the assistance of the superintendent, the school attorney, or anyone else who has been involved in presenting the case against the teacher (Phay 1982).

In deciding whether there is cause for dismissal, the adjudicator must be mindful that the burden of proof is on the school district. The teacher does not have to prove that he or she is competent; rather, the district must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the teacher is incompetent. This standard of proof, preponderance of the evidence, is less exacting than the standard of proof used in criminal proceedings—proof beyond a reasonable doubt. Preponderance of the evidence is a term without precise meaning despite its frequency of use as a standard and numerous efforts to define it. The ambiguity of the term is revealed in the following excerpt from Phay (1982):

> The courts have often defined the term “preponderance of the evidence,” since it is the general standard used in civil cases. The phrase probably is most easily understood as meaning a majority of the evidence, or 51 percent. It has also been defined as the greater weight of the evidence that is credible and convincing and “best accords with reason and probability.” To prove by a preponderance of the evidence means, the Connecticut Supreme Court said in a teacher dismissal case, that “the evidence must when considered fairly and impartially, induce a reasonable belief that the fact in issue is true.”

Phay goes on to explain that a preponderance is not determined by the number of witnesses or exhibits but by the greater weight of all the evidence.

> The testimony of one witness may be more persuasive than that of ten, because opportunity for knowledge, information possessed, and manner of testifying determine the weight to be given to the testimony. Thus the board needs to consider only the
evidence that it considers to be fair and reliable in deciding what is the preponderance of the evidence.

After reviewing the evidence presented by both sides, the adjudicator issues its ruling in writing. This written report must contain findings of fact on which the decision is based. In some states, such as North Carolina, boards that act as adjudicators are also required to include conclusions of law in their ruling. Given the legal importance of the ruling, the board should rely on the assistance of an attorney in preparing this document. This attorney, as we have underscored, should not be one who has been involved in presenting the case against the teacher.

In concluding our discussion of the hearing, we want to underscore the importance of having competent legal counsel available to prepare school administrators for this legal proceeding.

The attorney should explain, orally and in writing, the entire dismissal proceeding and the role of the administrator in that proceeding. The attorney should also provide a realistic analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the case and advise the client, at each step of the proceedings, of the potential pitfalls. The attorney should also exhaustively prepare an administrator for his direct testimony by preparing the questions he will be asked and by requiring the administrator to answer those questions in a situation simulating the hearing itself. Moreover, the attorney should anticipate cross-examination and prepare the client thoroughly in that regard (Seely 1983).
In the course of preparing this monograph, we were able to locate few districts that have established teacher evaluation programs which closely correspond to the comprehensive, integrated approach we recommend. One of these districts is the Lake Washington School District No. 414 located near Seattle, Washington. The approach used by this Pacific Northwest school district has been carefully studied by Dr. Milbrey McLaughlin, to whom we are deeply indebted for granting us permission to draw heavily on her excellent research report (Wise and others forthcoming).

The superintendent of this 18,000 student school district is L. E. (Bud) Scarr. He assumed the superintendency of the district in 1977 and established staff development as a district priority. As one demonstration of his commitment to excellence in teaching, Dr. Scarr eliminated thirty-three central office positions and allocated the savings to staff development. Although this action substantially reduced the size of the administrative component at the district level, the central office staff still manages to spend roughly 20 percent of its time on matters directly related to teacher evaluation. Instruction, personnel, and staff development represent three of the nine areas in which the board, superintendent, and staff establish specific goals on an annual basis and set performance guidelines and timelines. Superintendent Scarr reports to the board four times a year on progress toward these goals.

This district has adopted seven criteria for evaluating the performance of teachers. These criteria, mandated by the state, are as follows: instructional skill, classroom management, handling of student discipline, interest in teaching pupils, effort toward improv...
ment when needed, knowledge of subject matter, and professional preparation and scholarship. At the beginning of the school year, each principal holds a meeting to explain the criteria against which teachers will be evaluated. Teachers and principals alike claim that the evaluation standards are consistently applied throughout the district. In part, this uniformity occurs because evaluators are supplied with indicators for each of the criteria. For example, Criterion 1, Instructional Skill, has the following indicators: plans instruction, identifies learning needs, teaches the curriculum, implements the planned objectives/experiences, gives clear instructions, and assists students.

In determining whether teachers satisfy these criteria, the district relies on supervisory observations and evaluations. Administrative personnel attend a two-week workshop each August that focuses heavily on the competencies needed in supervising and evaluating teachers (namely, skills in analyzing instruction; conferring with teachers; and documenting what has taken place). This training enables administrators to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of teachers in relation to the criteria. Unlike the situation which prevails in many school districts, teachers report that supervisory observations are helpful because they focus on aspects of good teaching.

If the supervisor determines that a teacher does not satisfy one or more of the criteria, he or she outlines a personal plan for improvement which includes several types of remediation. The plan specifies clear expectations for acceptable performance in relation to the criteria (goal setting) and indicates the ways in which the teacher is to receive the relevant information and knowledge (instructional input). This input is ordinarily provided by trainers who are specialists in using Madeline Hunter’s Instructional Theory into Practice (ITIP) teaching strategies. These trainers also provide feedback and reinforcement to the teachers. The ITIP trainers are able to maintain a supportive relationship with the teacher because they are forbidden by the union contract to discuss the teacher’s problems or progress with administrators or to testify at dismissal hearings. If the teacher fails to improve, he or she is placed on probation, deadlines and targets for improvement are set, more assistance is provided, and progress is monitored. Failure to be judged satisfactory at the conclusion of the probationary period results in the teacher’s dismissal.

Principals are provided with the necessary resources to fulfill their responsibilities for evaluating the instructional staff. They have
easy access to remedial assistance. Besides being able to enlist the help of the ITIP trainers, principals may require the teacher to participate in the inservice education programs and seminars sponsored by the district. If the principal believes that an educational opportunity offered outside the district (e.g., a course at a nearby university) would be helpful, he or she has a budget to underwrite the cost of this opportunity. Principals also can count on support from the central office; when they take action, the superintendent does not leave them out on a limb. Although principals would like to have more time to spend on teacher evaluation than they do, they are able to spend an average of 26 percent of their time on this function contrasted with the approximately 5 percent found in most districts.

One of the reasons administrators spend so much time on teacher evaluation is that they are assessed on how well they fulfill their evaluation responsibilities; their accountability is thus ensured. Superintendent Scarr and his central office team pressure principals to do the job of teacher evaluation right. Neither the administration nor the board of education has sympathy for one of the principals’ major role dilemmas, namely, being an evaluator and a supportive colleague. The principal “is paid to make tough personnel decisions. His job is to make sure the kids get a good education, not to make teachers happy” (words of the school board president).

By following this comprehensive, integrated approach to teacher evaluation, the district has been able to achieve several noteworthy accomplishments. In the past six years, eighty-nine poorly performing teachers (the deadwood) have been “counselled out” of the district. The performance of students on statewide achievement tests has moved the district from the middle to second from the top in state achievement score rankings. There has also been a marked improvement in public support for the schools as reflected in the number of adult volunteers and voter behavior on tax levies and school bond issues.

Districts who wish to follow the lead of Lake Washington and to put the ideas contained in this monograph into practice may begin by completing the District Evaluation Practices Inventory or DEPI in the Appendix. This inventory incorporates the major elements of our approach to the evaluation and dismissal of incompetent teachers and highlights the choices to be made in relation to each of these elements. To use the DEPI most effectively, the reader should first describe the practices of his or her district in terms of the inventory and then reread sections that treat those matters
which may be only dimly recalled at this point.

In our judgment the dismissal of incompetent tenured teachers is a realistic possibility if a district is willing to use a systematic approach, such as the one outlined in this paper. The cost of using this approach is probably high; however, the costs of retaining incompetent teachers may be even higher. A district that ignores its incompetent teachers may undermine the political support of parents and taxpayers, lower the morale of its competent teachers, and, most importantly, diminish the educational opportunities of some of its students. Conversely, a district that deals forthrightly with its unsatisfactory teachers can expect to increase public confidence in its institutional effectiveness; to preserve, if not raise, the morale of its teaching staff; and to provide all of its students with a meaningful and adequate education.
# District Evaluation Practices Inventory (DEPI)

## TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. "Excellence in Teaching" is a high priority in the district. (Pg. 10)
   - a. Superintendent provides symbolic leadership. (Pg. 10)
   - b. Superintendent and board establish priorities relating to the supervision and evaluation of teachers prior to negotiations. (Pg. 11)
   - c. Superintendent and board allocate funds that are targeted for evaluating, assisting, and dismissing teachers. (Pg. 12)
   - d. Superintendent examines the district's approach to evaluation and dismissal in a systematic manner. (Pg. 13)
   - e. Superintendent promotes cooperation with other districts in matters relating to the evaluation and dismissal of teachers. (Pg. 13)

© 1984. This inventory should be used in conjunction with Managing the Incompetent Teacher, by E. Bridges and B. Groves. ERIC Clearinghouse on Education Management, University of Oregon, Eugene, and Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance, Stanford University, Stanford, California.
### Managing the Incompetent Teacher

**TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. Has adopted and published reasonable criteria for judging the competence of teachers. (Pg. 15)
   - a. Criteria are legally defensible. (Pg. 16)
   - b. Criteria are scientifically defensible. (Pg. 17)
   - c. Supervisors are able to suggest specific indicators of unsatisfactory performance for each criterion. (Pg. 18)
   - d. Supervisors are able to prescribe remediation for deficiencies in relation to each criterion. (Pg. 19)

3. Uses sound procedures for determining whether teachers meet each criterion. (Pg. 20)
   - a. Uses supervisory ratings. (Pg. 20)
   - b. Uses student ratings. (Pg. 22)
   - c. Uses student performance on tests. (Pg. 23)
   - d. Uses peer evaluations. (Pg. 25)
   - e. Uses self-evaluations. (Pg. 26)
   - f. Uses student and parent complaints. (Pg. 27)
   - g. Uses a combination of above. (Pg. 28)

4. Provides assistance and a reasonable time to improve. (Pg. 30)
   - a. Identifies targets of remediation; looks for... (Pg. 30)
     1. Managerial, organizational shortcomings. (Pg. 31)
     2. Employee shortcomings. (Pg. 31)
     3. Outside influences. (Pg. 31)
### TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>b.</strong> Provides various types of remediation such as:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Goal setting. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Instructional input. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Modeling. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Practice. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Feedback. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reinforcement. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Therapy. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Counseling. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Environmental change. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c.</strong> Provides period to improve.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Length of time reasonable. (Pg. 34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Timing of assessments appropriate. (Pg. 35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Proper treatment of back-sliders. (Pg. 37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.</strong> Supervisors have requisite competencies and district has taken steps to ensure supervisors have these competencies. (Pg. 37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a.</strong> Supervisors are able.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. to make systematic classroom observations. (Pg. 38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. to provide unbiased ratings. (Pg. 39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. to diagnose the cause(s) of a teacher's poor performance. (Pg. 41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. to prescribe appropriate remediation. (Pg. 42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. to conduct conferences with teachers. (Pg. 43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. to document matters related to (a.1)-(a.5). (Pg. 44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b.</strong> Supervisors know the legal basis for evaluating and dismissing teachers. (Pg. 46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MANAGING THE INCOMPETENT TEACHER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c. District promotes these competencies in supervisors through...</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Selection. (Pg. 47)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In-service education. (Pg. 47)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Printed materials. (Pg. 48)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Provides the necessary resources. (Pg. 49)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Time. (Pg. 49)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Authority. (Pg. 50)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Access to remedial assistance. (Pg. 51)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Access to legal counsel. (Pg. 53)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Backing and emotional support. (Pg. 53)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Holds supervisors accountable. (Pg. 55)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Has policies to discourage inflated ratings. (Pg. 55)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Counters tendencies to procrastinate and rationalize. (Pg. 56)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Discourages the practice of “passing the turkey.” (Pg. 58)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Evaluates principals on their instructional leadership. (Pg. 58)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Provides a fair hearing prior to dismissal. (Pg. 61)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Hearing procedures are legally defensible. (Pg. 62)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Supervisors are prepared to handle the discovery, direct examination, and cross-examination phases of the hearing. (Pg. 63)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Appendix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>b. Provides various types of remediation such as:</strong> (Pg. 31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Goal setting. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Instructional input. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Modeling. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Practice. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Feedback. (Pg. 32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Reinforcement. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Therapy. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Counseling. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Environmental change. (Pg. 33)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c. Provides period to improve. (Pg. 34)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Length of time reasonable. (Pg. 34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Timing of assessments appropriate. (Pg. 35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Proper treatment of back-sliders. (Pg. 37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Supervisors have requisite competencies and district has taken steps to ensure supervisors have these competencies. (Pg.37)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a. Supervisors are able. . .</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. to make systematic classroom observations. (Pg. 38)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. to provide unbiased ratings. (Pg. 39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. to diagnose the cause(s) of a teacher's poor performance. (Pg. 41)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. to prescribe appropriate remediation. (Pg. 42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. to conduct conferences with teachers. (Pg. 43)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. to document matters related to (a.1)-(a.5). (Pg. 44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b. Supervisors know the legal basis for evaluating and dismissing teachers. (Pg. 46)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Managing the Incompetent Teacher

### TRUE OF OUR DISTRICT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **c.** District promotes these competencies in supervisors through...
  1. Selection. (Pg. 47)
  2. In-service education. (Pg. 47)
  3. Printed materials. (Pg. 48)

- **6.** Provides the necessary resources. (Pg. 49)
  a. Time. (Pg. 49)
  b. Authority. (Pg. 50)
  c. Access to remedial assistance. (Pg. 51)
  d. Access to legal counsel. (Pg. 53)
  e. Backing and emotional support. (Pg. 53)

- **7.** Holds supervisors accountable. (Pg. 55)
  a. Has policies to discourage inflated ratings. (Pg. 55)
  b. Counters tendencies to procrastinate and rationalize. (Pg. 56)
  c. Discourages the practice of "passing the turkey." (Pg. 58)
  d. Evaluates principals on their instructional leadership. (Pg. 58)

- **8.** Provides a fair hearing prior to dismissal. (Pg. 61)
  a. Hearing procedures are legally defensible. (Pg. 62)
  b. Supervisors are prepared to handle the discovery, direct examination, and cross-examination phases of the hearing. (Pg. 63)
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